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TALK OF THE TOWN
Matthew J. Maloof, veteran dealer
In Oriental rugs and well-known to
many In this county has been at the
Narragansett for several days.

John W. Watts, on his annual va
So much interest has been aroused
A big crowd swarmed off tho
On Skowhegan's kick Trafton ran cation, was headed toward the Can
by the open forum on the primary
law, which took place in the Method Broadway gridiron at 4 o’clock Sat the ball back to Rockland's 40-yard adian border at last reports, with
ist vestry last Friday night, that the urday afternoon and the only mem line, and to the delight of the big Niagara Falls and the World Series
details of the passage at arms be bers of It who were not deliriously Rockland contingent Knight went ball games as hls objective.
tween Gov. Brewster and. E. C. happy were the warriors who wore through for a 22-yard gain. Trafton
Mrs. Nell A. Fogg received a cable
Moran, Jr. are here reproduced nearly the uniform of Skowhegan High added nine more yards, and on tlie
verbatim. Gov. Brewster championed School, and the devoted .followers next play was through for a first gram from Dr. Fogg from Paris last
who
came
across
country
with
them.
down.
He
repeated
the
performance
—
Men's hearts ought not to be set «e» the Primary law, and Mr- Moran
Thursday stating that he was well
••• against one another, but set with ••• went on record in the open forum as
and having a good time. She had
The first football game of the sea for another first down.
••• one another, and all, against the evil
The procession was halted at thia previously had a radiogram from the
directly opposed to it. Following Is son had resulte4 in unalloyed tri
-• thing only.—Carlyle.
«e.
the Interesting dialogue which en umph for Rockland High, and tho point, but 'Skowhegan found that the S. S. Scythia, reporting a splendid
significance of that victory is inten Rockland line had stiffened, and ju3t passage.
sued:
IP
• • • •
sified by the fact that the 'Skowhegan as the whistle blew for the end of the
Mr. Moran: “Through the Presi rivals were much heavier, and many first period Skowhegan kicked.
When the Eastern Dairies com
BORROWING TROUBLE
The ball went to K. Wiggin. Rock pletes its lease of the southern store
dent, I would like to ask the Govern of them were in the Skowhegan line
Bath and Woolwich Crossing the or four questions, as I am one of up last fall when that team won the land made a first down but the next in Rankin block. 'H. H. Brown will
those bootleggers and scofflaws who prep school championship of the two plays resulted in lost ground, move his fruit and confectionery
Bridge Before It Conies To Them.
State. The game was a justification part of whicli was regained on a stock thereto from the middle store.
are opposed to the primary law.”
Gov. Brewster: 'X), Mr. Moran. I of the system taught by the new forward pass, Trafton to R. Emery. New fixtures have already been or
As the great Kennebec Bridge
coach,
William
Macomber,
and The second attempt at a forward was
nears completion, the little town of did not mean to infer that all who showed that the Rockland boys had Intercepted- Skowhegan was again dered by Mr. Brown for this purpose
are opposed to the primary law are
Woolwich is anything but happy. opposed to prohibition."
made profitable use of the time spent forced to punt, but the boot was a
The A. & P has taken a three-year
Instead the inhabitants of the small
Mr. Moran: “I know that, Gov In the fall training camp at Pleas poor one, and a Rockland man was lease of the Mike Armata store in
ant
Beach.
down
on
tlie
bqll
in
midfield.
Rankin block, with the exception of
village are hitter in their denunci ernor; I was just facetious. But
Rockland made thfree successive
To the mind of the writer there was
ation of the bridge. To them it some primary law advocates do so an even more hopeful sign, for the first downs, but the half ended with a section at the rear which will con
tinue for Mr. Armata's use.
Mrconnect the opposition
The first
means nothing but the death of their question I will ask is this: In your team is not dependent upon a soli Rockland still five yards from Skow Armata Is going on the road, with
town, writes the Bath correspondent speech you quoted at length an old tary star. Wlhile “Runt" Trafton was hegan’s end zone.
an automobile in the interest of hls
The visiting team was penalized for clothing business.
editorial from a Lewiston paper, con- the outstanding figure in the game, it
of the Kennebec Journal..
For years the State ferry has run <>6»nnlng the old convention system as was by no means a lopsided or top- slugging early in the second half, and
through the heart of Woolwich and it'was then asserted to exist, and heavy backfield, for Marsh K. Wig- was forced to punt. Rockland cap
Rev. W. J. Day, who is to be the
Bath, and has afforded an easy means then you Inquired why the editor of gin. Accardl and Knight all gave a tured the ball on the 47-yard line, principal speaker when the Baptist
of access to inhabitants of both that paper had changed his mind. Is good account of themselves. A more and walked the ball up the field for Men’s League celebrates Its 20th an
towns, but now in order to reach it not a fact that the editor who solidarity in the line and few play three successive first downs. It was niversary In November, has chosen
Bath the "Woolwichltes have got to wrote that article has long since died, ers would be able .to duplicate Ken Diggin who carried the ball as hls subject, "The American
to across for Rockland’s first touch Spirit," and every effort will be made
and that the present editor is there Croce's performance leading
trudge nearly two miles.
A point on to have the whole program, decora
Skowhegan’s only touchdown; and down of the season.
And the citizens of Bath are be fore an entirely different man?”
Gov. Brewster: “Yes, that is cor few school teams In the State would this touchdown was made by Knight tions, etc. of a patriotic nature.
ginning to wonder if they are pleased
as the bridge reaches its completion. rect. hut the present editor, Arthur be able to find Rockland High “easy on a scrimmage play.
Rockland 7, Skowhegan 6.
Up to this time it has been consid Staples, was a reporter on the paper at picking" this season.
The Waldoboro Band will furnish
An intercepted forward pass (by
In marked contrast-to other days,
ered almost treason to speak against the time the editorial was written "
music for Union Fair this week. It
Accardi)
featured
the
playing
for
the
when
most
of
the
student
body
could
Mr. Moran: "But does not the fact
the bridge, but today there are many
has been on the Job there 21 years—
business men who are frank in stat I have stated adequately answer your be found in a picture theatre Instead remainder of this period.
long enough to become a voter and
in
the
last
period
Skowhegan's
of
backing
the
team,
there
was
a
large
ing they believe it is but a monu inquiry as to why the editor changed
Incidentally to prove that it must
failure
to
punt
at
the
proper
Juncture
and
enthusiastic
turn-out
of
under

ment to mark the non-existence of his mind?"
have been giving satisfaction. Man
cost
that
team
the
loss
of
the
ball
on
graduates
for
this
opening
game,
and
Gov. Brewster: “I meant to state
both towns, for once the structure Is
ager Walter H. Boggs ls entitled to
finished, hundreds of people from that the editorial policy of the paper with the Boys Band to furnish in the 50-yard line. This was followed a great deal of credit for keeping
other communities will sweep right and not the editor had changed po spiring music, there was enacted at by a 15-yard penalty for the visit this organization together.
Community Park, Saturday, a chap ors, and Rockland again found itself
through Bath on route to Portland. sitions.”
Mr. Moran: “Is not editor Arthur ter which fits gloriously into the his within striking distance of the goal.
Lewiston and other cities. With the
Wi-itlng from San Francisco In re
Knight went through for a touch
ferry in vogue and transportation Staples opposed to the primary law?" tory of Rockland High.
newal of subscription, Fred O. Yount,
The gridiron has been arranged down, on which no point was made.
Gov. Brewster: “No, that ls I be
across the river available only at cer
And thus the game ended with former Lincolnville boy, says: "The
tain times, Bath and Woolwich were lieve he Is in favor of a combination north and south this season, and
Courier-Gazette is a good visitor from
stopping places, but now they of the convention and primary along the western end of the field Rockland on the long end of a 13 to
home and ls appreciated by some
so that so much damage may not be 6 score
system."
threaten to be has-beens.
Rockland friends as well as by my
The summary:
Mr. Moran: ’The second question 1 done to the baseball diamond. The
Rockland
High—Gattl,
le;
C self. Our foggy weather Is past and
would like to ask Is based upon your third base bleachers have been set
AFTERMATH OF COLLISION
we are having sunshine, with the
cbmpllmentary remarks of Prof. Hor- up on the side lines, and the result Emery, lt; M. Wiggin, lg; Fowler, c;
Parsons, rg; Frye, rt; R. Emery, re; trade winds nil. While other sections
Dr. Myron J. Hahn of Boston, was mell of Bowdoin, under whom I had is a model football field.
Rockland had the kickoff, ami Trafton, qb; Knight, qb; F. Knight, have suffered from quakes and cy
indicted by the Tork County grand the privilege to study, and whom I
Skowhegan
made a first down with lhb; Accardi, lhb; K. Wiggin, rhb clones, we've been exempt here this
jury Friday for manslaughter in con consider a personal friend and a fine
year. I am looking for disturbances
comparative
ease. The ball was then Marsh, fbnection with the death of Miss Mar gentleman. Nearly all of your speetii
the last week of this month.”
given
to
Croce,
the
'Skowhegan
right
Skowhegan
High
—
Kimball,
re;
garet F. Richardson of Biddeford, a tonight pointing out the ‘terrors’ of
nurse, who was killed in an auto the convention system is based upon half, who tore through the RocklanJ Fickett, Atkinson, rt; Vlles, rg;
Mrs. Mary Perry Rich addressed
mobile collision in Biddeford a month your reading of, and comments on, a line and never stopped until he had Lewla, c; Applebee, lg; Griffith, It;
ago. The car in which Miss Rich newspaper editorial. Do you consider deposited the ball behind Rock Dane, N. Knight, le; Hawes, qb; the Forty dub yesterday in behalf
ardson was driving with William that Prof Hormell would consider land's end zone, 50 yards away. It Groce, rhb; 'Halle, lhb; Roullard, fb. of the direct primary and was given
1 2 3 4 Total a cordial welcome. She considered
Curtis of 'Biddeford, was struck by that e case built up for Its basis upon looked as if the sturdy outfit from the Score by periods
13 the matter of the coming referendum
Dr. Hahn’s automobile and tossed one newspaper editorial,—the printed shire town of Somerset County was Rockland H. S........ 0 0 7 6
6 0 0 0
from the angle of patriotism and
across the street, where another car opinion of orie man only—ia an ade- going to have a very pleasant after Skowhegan H. S.
noon at Rockland's expense, and the
Touchdowns made, by K. Wiggin citizenship and from the point of
basls for a case?
ran into it.
F.
Knight
..Groce.
Point
made
from,
ov’-Brewster: OaughiwwV.
l-.chwt pf.Uie. Stowhagan coach ex
view of the eltisen rather than the
panded until lt nearly reached the scrimmage after touchdown, made by party. Her points were well made
suppose he would not.”
bursting
point.
F.
Knight.
Referee,
Mahan
of
and liberally applauded. Charles H.
Mr. Moran: “The third question I
The attempt to score a point on Springfield.
Umpire, Fourcade of Berry and Lloyd N. Lawrence gave
would like to ask is whether the ad
the
touchdown
was
not
successful.
Ask For
Colby. Linesman, Dexter and Colby vivid accounts of their Impressions
vocates of the primary can point out
Skowhegan 6, Rockland 0.
Time, four 10 m. periods.
ot the Tunney-Dempsey argument
a single case, anywhere at any time,
and of the snares and pitfalls which
under the ‘terrible’ convention sys
Demonstration Now
Invariably waft innocents abroad.
tem, where $3,000,000 has been spent
THE TEACHERS MEET
CONTEST SATURDAY Vice President H. W. Look presided
F. W. Farrel Company
to buy a seat in the United States
Senate, which has just been done in
in the absence of President McIntosh.
543 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Pennsylvania under the primary law, Fine Convention Held Here The Knox-Lincoln Boys' anc
or a case similar to the Frank Smith
Two officers of the Charlestown
Yesterday — Supt. Morse
Girls’ Clubs To Meet In State Prison have been in the city
case, where the chairman of the Illi
nois 'State Public Utilities commis
Next President.
over the weekend—not in any of
Damariscotta.
sion In Illinois accepted a $125,000
ficial capacity, but enjoying the last
campaign contribution from the
Knox
County pedagogues.
180
leg of a fortnight's vacation spent in
Thirteen
county
contests
of
boys
power company interests as the re strong, invaded this city yesterday
motoring Into New York State, Cana
sult of which he has been denied a and held very successfully their an- and girls' club members are to be da and the Aroostook. The voyageis
A Few
seat in the United States Senate?”
nual convention in the High School held during the month of October are Walter L. Wood and John F. Ma
Gov. Brewster: "No. But condi Building under the guidance of Supt. | and tlie first week of November, the guire, and what they have failed to
Experienced Operators
tions and times are different. There E. L._Toner_of Rockland, president of
two of whlch wl„ be held thls see in their trip was little worth
Is no reason why the $3,000,000 could the Knox County Teachers' Associ
seeing—especially Aroostook County,
week
and in Knox-Lincoln and York
not have been spent if the Pennsyl ation. The educators were much in
On Pant Work
beautiful in Its expanses of potato
counties.
At
these
contests
prizes
vania election had been under the evidence along the streets between
crop and impressive for Its size.
will
be
awarded
and
county
cham

convention system instead of under sessions as was the school popula
"Why!” exclaimed Officer Maguire to
pions chosen.
the primary law.”
his traveling companion, "You could
tion indulging in its first 1927-28
Ever
since
boys
and
girls
club
Mr. Moran: “That is the argument term holiday.
put the whole State of Massachu
work was started in the state about
of supposition. It is much more sat
The pleasing attendance of 180 15 years ago, a scries of local, coun setts into it!" Mr Wood (who is
THOMASTON, ME.
isfactory and convincing to deal in
116-118
greeted Dr. A. O. Thomas, State Com ty and state contests have been held namesake of a former well-known
facts. The fdets are as I stated
missioner of Education, at the open most every year. Local contests are Rockland business man, Walter J.
them, are they not? And such whole
Wood) is a brother of Mrs. Edward J.
sale debauchery of the vote never ing session, with a number of visit now being held by the various clubs Morey, and the Morey home on
ors
in
addition.
The
several
depart

In
their
home
communities.
Fol

did actually occur under the conven
ment sessions were carried forward lowing these a county contest is held Chestnut street was their place of
tion system, did it?”
according
to schedule and proved of in each of the counties In the state. visitation.
Gov. Brewster: “No, but it might.
But that couldn't occur in Maine great interest and value. Preceding Every club member who completes
For the Elks' boxilng bout at the
anyway legally, as we have a law the big State teachers' gathering, hls or her work consisting of a story, Arcade Friday night the committee
providing that $1500 is the maximum these county conventions are doing a a record and an exhibit, if required. has signed up the strongest card
that can be spent by a candidate in a great and steadily increasing work Is entitled to attend the county con' which it has ever put on. Tommy
primary campaign. You will agree in improving the educational situa test as are also the local leaders of Claytoit of Boston, who held Laddie
the club.
tion in Maine.
with that?”
While the programs of the differ Lee to a draw, and beat Mose Han
The general sesslog in the after
Mr. Moran: "I will agree that it
ent
county contests vary somewhat lon in four rounds, will meet Dick
noon
was
one
of
the
finest
in
the
couldn't legally be done in Maine,
they
all aim to accomplish three ob Lambert of Berlin, N. H„ the idol of
history
of
the
association,
having
as
but I am sure that ls as far as you
Chick Hayes has been
jects,
first Is to give suitable recog Portland.
it
did,
two
speakers
of
national
repu

would expect me to agree. The
drying to match these two boys all
nition
to
the
achievement
of
the
tation.
Prof.
James
F.
Hoslc
of
Co

'ast question I would like to ask is
summer, but has been unable to get
this: If the primary is superior in lumbia University, New York City, club members, second give some In them together before. For the semi
struction
or
educational
training
re
is
a
nationally
recognized
authority
principle to the convention system,
garding club work, and third to have final Red Grange of Portland will
lrirnsrily because more people par in the field of secondary school work
tin:
contest end up with a pleasur meet hls hard hitting friend Young
and
besides
is
a
masterly
speaker.
ticipate in nominations, why is it not
able
event which club members will Brown of Biddeford. All the boys
likewise applicable nationally, that is, D.-, Lee L. Driver, State Agent for
know what these two will do, as they
long
remember.
why would it not be better to elect Rural Education In Pennsylvania,
are both main bout men. They have
The
prizes
which
are
given
at
Real Estate
Personal Property
our presidents by a primary law sys came as America's foremost diagnos
fought in Portland once since they
Loans Privately
tem Instead of Under the convention tician In rural «chool problems, one these county contests are contribu were here and the Press Herald
of Knox County's most perplexing ted from various sources but chiefly
system ?”
2—Offices—2
by'banks within the county in which claimed it was the best bout they
Gov, Brewster: “That Is of course situations. Both speakers were pe
Office Hours: 9 A. M. t0 5 P. M.
tho contest is held. Chambers of had In Portland this summer. Eddie
the last place to apply the Primary culiarly opportune in their subjects
Lawful Rate of Interest
Commerce or other similar organiza Malloy, the High School southpaw of
I-aw, but I personally would be in and consequently were very warmly
tions or service clubs also play i Portland, and Al. Chase, sensational
received.
favor of it."
part In the county contest by fur ■'bantam weight champion of Maine
Supt. F. L. S. Morse of Tenant’s
nishing entertainment in the form will come together In the second bout
me Sign of/..
Harbor-St. George, was elected presi of dinner, banquet, arranging local
of the evening, and it is reported
North National Bank?
dent;
S.
B.
Hopkins,
principal
of
Vi

C
tcui-8 to points of interest or secur that both can go like lightning. For
nalhaven High, vice president; and ing rooms where necessary.
a curtain raiser Chick Hayes Is bring
Miss Ellen J. Cochrane, principal of
County champions are chosen at ing two South Boston sluggers who
McLain School, re-elected secretary- each county contest. Only members
will please the fans.
treasurer for the fifth consecutive of the senior group of club members
term. Supt. Charles E. Lord of the are eligible to county championship.
Camden-Thomaston union was elect- Those who are chosen as champions YOUR FAVORITE POEM
ed delegate to the national eonven-, may attend the state contest held at
If I had to live my life again I would
tion to be held In Minneapolis.
j the University of Maine during
have made a rule to read aome poetry and
In connection with the convention Christmas vacation.
lsten to aome music at least once a week.
a remarkably fine exhibition of school
The schedule of contests is as fol The loss of these tastes Is a loss of happi
Out of hiding places and entrust it
work was held in McLain Building lows: Oct. 1, Knox-Lincoln at Dam ness.—Charles Darwin.
to the Security of thia Bank.
and claimed the unqualified praise of ariscotta; Oct. 1, York at Sanford;
SEPTEMBER
the many who Inspected It.
Oct. 7, and 8, Waldo at Belfast; Oct.
Remove tha probability of Hoarded
The golden-rod ls yellow.
11, Oxford at South Paris; Oct. 15,
The corn is turning brown,
money robberies.
The Eastern Steamship lines will Hancock at Ellsworth; Oct. 15,
The trees In apple orchards
run its annual fall excursions, com Washington at Perry; Oet. 21 and 22,
With fruit are bending down.
Do not risk idle or unprotected cur
mencing next Saturday and lasting Cumberland at Portland; Oct. 21,
The gentians bluest fringes
rency.
until Oct. 16. The round trip fare Somerset at Skowhegan; Oct. 22,
Are curling in tlie sun ;
from Rockland Is $7 85, staterooms Franklin at Farmington; Oct, 28 and
In dusty pods the milkweed
Pay your bills with Insured Bank
Its hidden silk has spun.
accommodating two persons $2.50 and 29. Androscoggin-Sagadahoc, at Au
Checks which we provide.
$3 each way. The Brockton fair will burn; Oct. 29, Piscataquis at DoverTlie sedges flaunt their harvest
be the special attraction Oct. 4-8 and Foxcroft; Nov. 5, Penobscot at Ban
In many & meadow nook.
And asters by the brookaide
the Boston food fair will be held Oct gor; Nov. 5, Kennebec at Winslow.
Make asters in tlie brook.
The Aroostook County contest was
10-22. Half fare is given children
held in connection with Presque Isle
under 12.
From dewy lanes at morning
The grapes’ sweet odors rise,
Fail during the early part of this
Al noon the roads all flutter
Eldrlge's Neutralizer is proving i month, although at that time county
With yellow butterflies.
marvelous cure for acid stomach and champions were not chosen because
1
By all these lovely tokens
indigestion.
Once
tried
it
’
s
a
perthe
records
and
stories
could
not
be
Rockland, Main©
September days are here
manent friend. Try a package. Cor- [ completed eo early in the season.)
With summer's best of weather.
ner Drug Store, Rockland
Mall ' The champion for that county will
And autumn's best of cheer I
z j
—Helen Hunt JdetaM*
orders filled.—adv,
' lie announced later.

J. B. PEARSON CO.

1915 $1,410,000.00
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Gov. Brewster Finds a Rock- land Man "At Home” On Coach Macomber’s Lads Take the Heavy Skowhegan Team
Across For a Well Earned Victory.
Primary Debate. .
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Rockland, Maine, Sept. 27, 1927.
Personally appeared Frank 8. Lyddie, who
on oath declares that he is Pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that or the
issue of this paper of Sept. <24. 1927 there wos
printed a total of 6195 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

YMmit Veneef Suit*

Into thine hand I commit my
spirit; thou hast redeemed me, O
Lord God of truth,—Psalm 30:5.

AGAINST THE PRIMARY

We shall vote to do away with the
present primary law’. We are im
pelled to that action by a variety of
reasons which we believe to be
sound, among the chief of which is
the damage to representative gov
ernment with which the primary is
fairly to be charged. In the height
of a campaign like the present it Is
easy for the two sides in an argu
ment to admit nothing of merit in
the arguments of the opposing side.
We do not go this length. There is
much in the primary to recommend
it. Along with thousands of others
wo warmly welcomed its adoption into
the political life of Maine and stood
steadfastly its friend, until the grad
ual disclosure of an inability to pro
duce the things predicted for it, anl
its gradual destruction of party resionsibility, convinced us—to make
use of an expressive colloquialism—
that our people had been handed a
lemon.
“I believe in party organization as
a steadying influence in our political
life"—we quote from the views of
D". George Otis Smith printed in an
other column, the calm sanity of
which recommend them to consider
ation. Ours is a government which
necessarily calls for the effective or
ganization of parties—parties with
distinct principles directed toward
the country’s best interests, and held
rigidly to the responsibility which
the voters may from time to time
lay upon them. This the convention
system stands for and propagates.
Under the primary the healthful sol
idarity of party disappears. One has
but candidly to review the present
countrywide political situation to be
convinced of this fact.

lour Monet)
Back If You Can
Bui) For Less
A Great Purchase Makes This Value Possible! Save!
Here is the most startling announcement ef ■
sale in this newspaper Tomorrow, we offer
four beautiful pieces of bedroom furniture at a
price that is the lowest we have ever seen for
such quality furniture. Only the fact that we
made a very fortunate purchase of these suites
makes such a low price possible.

3 Pieces in Jacquard Velour
With RareraibJ* Catbicaa
Farther proof that we undersell I a,
All three pieces at a price that will
bring the crowds to this sale to- ”
morrow. Reversible cushions—
outside backs and sides in genuine

.v.Jicquyd vtipur ..........................

“ON MY SET”
“Our local station, WCSH, Is
on its new wave length. 700 kilo
cycles or 428.3 meters,” writes
Herbert K. Washburn cf Port
land, who expresses a desire to
know how it is now being re
ceived in Rockland. Since the
change was made I have been ;
able to tune in on the Portland
station just once, this being the
church service Sunday morning. k
It was coming through with the
customary Congress Square vigor
but the explanation of why I
have not been able to hear it any.t
other time is still lacking. Tha
station came in Sunday where I
usually find the WOR-WMAF
combination, which is what I
thought I had until the station
announcement came. I hope to
get on speaking terms with
WCSH before the World Series
begins, for I found the Portland
station almost indispensable in '
the 1926 series.

Almost without fail It becomes
possible at this annually recurrent
point of the calendar to indulge a
regret that with the advent of each
September our visitors should be
lieve it to be necessary to turn the
key in (heir summer homes and take

themselves cityward.
Rarely does
this month fail to offer itself in the
beauty of a lingering summer. In
the present Instance the genial
warmth, the glory of persistent sun
shine, the flowers untouched by
frost and the sustained verdure of
the trees, makes such amends for
the long summer of fog and rain as
win render this autumn of 1927 memmorable. We noticed this year that
for the chief part our summer col
onists brought with them the day
light saving schedules of their city
homes, and therewith ordered their
affairs, a thing we do not yet give
no hope of seeing generally adopted
by those Maine communities—like
Knox County—where the tide of va
cationists runs high. And we would
like to see this process of daylight
saving applied to a lengthening of
the summer season—setting the
whole calendar ahead a month. As a
suggestion it is not untouched by
brilliancy.

“Did you ever hear a better
program than the one on Wed
nesday night?” asks Mr. Wash
burn, referring to the entertain
ment which was provided through
a chain of stations in connection
with the National Radio Indus
tries banquet.
My unqualified
answer is that I never heard
anything in the radio line that
could compare with it, and that it
was an evening which no radio
fan should ever forget.

Although there may be static
still in the air in various parts
of the country, fans will be re
lieved to learn that it is going
rather than coming, inasmuch as
August, one of the worst months
for atmospherics, has passed. Ac
cording to Dr. L. W. Austin, Uncle
Sam’s foremost static expert, it
becomes noticeable in April and
May, reaches the peak between
June and August, but through
September almost surely takes
the downward path. Radio re
ception should become better and
better these nights, depending of
course upon the temperature. Ail
this leading up to the middle of
October, from which, until the
middle of February, is considered
the mos\ ideal reception season
for most parts of the United
States for the entire year.
•••

The excavation being made at the
corner of Park street and Broadway
marks a convenient spot for a Alling
station, but we wish while the work
is going on that it might be carried
farther.
Broadway at that point
takes over the Atlantic Highway and
into it turns tho chief part of the
through automobile traffic, which in
the summer season is very large. The
narrowness of the street entrance
combined with the sharp rise makes
it under any conditions a point to
be managed with delicacy, and in
any height of congestion one of real
danger. We think the matter of suf
ficient importance to engage the at
tention of the city government with
possible view to a sufficient widen
ing of the street at that point.

a«e e»e e«e

“I'm never so happy," said one
of the comedians Saturday night,
“as when I break into song.”
“Well, then,” replied the other,,
“why don’t you get the key; then
you wouldn't have to break in.” .
e«e

I

To the casual observer/the sub
jection by Mr. Tunney to a half hour
o' fierce pummeling at the hands of
an earnest adversary appears to be
an easy way to accumulate a mil
lion dollars. Many men undergo an
even fiercer gruelling, extended over
a lifetime, without being able to ex
hibit so handsome a fee.
The Maine Central ferry boat at
atl$ was ashore Sunday, fhis is
r.e of the things that won't worry
s after the bridge is completed—
ortland Express.

e«e e«e

It was late when I tuned in last,
night, but I was rewarded by
hearing part of that hour of mu-'
sic given by the Tall Cedars Ma
sonic Band, which was playing
into the WPG microphonrss. Theprogram was wholly march mu.?
sic, concluding with Sousa's im
mortal ‘Stars and Stripes For
ever.” Barring some fading the
program was coming in good.
WRVA
and
WCAM
were
among the stations on the air
late.
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They Are

Comfortable

Clean as a hound’s tooth . ..
Straight shooting as a shaft of light.

. . . That’s Peters Rustless ,22’s
HOOT your rifle, pistol, or revolver when and as often
as you like — you can forget about cleaning it. If the
barrel has been cleaned properly prior to their use, Peters
* Rustless .22’s will so protect it that it will be free from rust,
pitting, and corrosion as long as they are used exclusively.

S

It’s all because of an entirely new development in primers
that prevents the rust, pitting, and corrosion you former
ly had to guard against. This Peters priming protects the
barrel for you.

And loaded as only Peters can load ammunition, these
Rustless .22’s are fast, accurate and uniform — just the
thing for small game or target shooting.

Lost Battalion" which appears Wed
nesday und Thursday and which por- ■
trays the most dramatic chapter of t
the World War. The scenes In this'
great production are scenes that
w ere enacted in every home. In every
city and hamlet Mi the United States.
Forty-two diattnet nationalities wore
represented in this heroic link. Tau
follow the; rich young draftee, the
mendicant, the black) white, brown
and yellow to the- camp, where ail
blend Into one harmonious whole of
well-trained, .khaki clad fighters.
Life in the training camp. With its
round of"? muitltartous' duties, la
punctuated With: episodes of snob :
wenderfui htmtan • Indersst that a
dozen romauees ■owe unfolded. In all [
lot which real lot* plays its formid
able part. Tha CMnamxn forgets hi*
ancient feuds to succor his former
enemies; tho burglar, mixing with
some of his wealthy pals, could tell
these whose homes had been bur
glarized Just how much of their sil
ver was real and how much was
plated, while the gunman forgets in
his new-born security the old-time
role of assassin. "The Lost Battal
ion" throbs with every known emo
tion of the soul. It’portrays vtvldly life's great passions, great sins, j
great sorrows, great self-mcrifioes ,
and great atonements, characterized I
by the bravest of men and most lov
able of women.—adv.

The springs under all Paige cars are unusu
ally long, and they are matched to the type
of body they are to carry. Snubbing devices
further cushion the cars. Chassis are care
fully balanced, with deep, well-braced frames.

Diligent care has been used in providing
ample leg room. The seats are wide and
buoyant, built with deep, cushion springs.
The driver will appreciate the restfulness of
the easy acting clutch and gear-shift levers,
the ball-bearing spindles,’ the steering gear
specially designed for balloon tires, and the
sense of balance and security evident at
all speeds.
We invite you to enjoy a ride in one of the
Paige sixes or eights, noting particularly the
comfort of the cars. Lower prices now are
in effect, including a Paige six for the first
time for less than a thousand dolors. The
cdmplete line includes twenty body types
on four chassis, in sixes and eights, from
$995 to $2665, f. o. b. Detroit

WIDESPREAD INTEREST IN
“ROUGH RIDERS” DESERVED

Try a box or two of them — ift shorts, longs, or long
rifles, with either Smokeless or Semi-Smokeless Powder.
The price is the same as ordinary .22’s.

^AMMUNITION
American cuckoos, with a generally
undesirable reputation derived from
observations upon the European s;ltcies, are most highly regarded by
scientists of the Biological Survey
who have studied their food habits.
Cuckoos feed largely on caterpillars.
The stomach of one cuckoo examined
by a biologist showed remains of 250
tent caterpillars and another hAl
eaten 217 fall web-worms. Cuckoos
are also fond of such pests as grass
hoppers, sawfly larvae, and other in

Yet the Kennebec Bridge runs
shore—twice at the same time.
jurious insects.

8 PIECES IN GENUINE WALNUT Vtixc.^..

Buy mis wuiuieriul vaiue here to (Sor
row. If you can eup'icato it for loss
elsewhere come ia and pot your KloooV
I”-1-! ,T*«
inch kuM—table—one
choir and 5 side chairs is select walaut
veneers sad other woods.
China clout
extra. $20.

I'..
' cipal players whose success depends lightful romance is coming to Strand Then came a demand that they sur
upon the quality of their productions Theatre Wednesday and Thursday.
render—-a demand met with instant
Frank Hopper has portrayed the
The story of the Lost Battalion has refusal, a renewal of battle, rescue,
real Roosevelt, critics agree. A love become definitely part of the tra victory.—adv.
Criminal Docket Cleared Yesterday—Tony Perloup May
story without compare has for its J .utions of the American perfple. Xo.
BARRED BASKETBALL
central characters.
Mary
Astor, i sooner had the news of the superBe Resentenced—Divorce Hearings Today.
PARK THEATRE
Charles Farrell and Charles Emmett human resistance of thfs handful of
State basketball tournaments for
Mack. Tl^ strongest support natu men. completely surrounded by Ger
The feature attraction for today rally would be expected from such man troops In the almost impene girls are not sponsored or allowed *>y
The ofds and ends of the criminal he falls to pay fine of $500 and costs is Thomas Jdelghon in "We're All notable screen actors as Noah Beery,
trable Argonne forest, been flashed to 43 State high sehool athletic associa
State vs. Frederick Raye. charged Gamblers.”
George Bancroft and Fred Kohler. the nation than these men took thendocket received attention in Supreme
tions, as shown by information re
Doloree del Rio. Fox featured —adv.
with larceny. Being a first offense.
places at once as national heroes.
Court yesterday and that phase of
I player, in the leading feminine rolo
cently received by the secretary of
this case was continued.
The
story
of
tlieir
dogged
stand
Is
ns
the
September
term's
existence
• • • •
in "Loves of Carmen" wears enough
firmly fixed in th? history of America the South Dakota High Schoo, Ath
THE
LOST
BATTALION
passed irrio history. Today, which
There was a hearing yesterday on I jewelry ill several sequences to
District or di
as is that of Washington crossing letic Association.
will probably see final adjournment, the proposition to accept the audl stock a gem merchant’s store. Rings,
Epic of the World War To Be Por the Delaware that winter night or visional tournaments are not allowed
is being devoted entirely to the so tor's report in the case of the Mar bracelets, necklaces, lockets, brooch
kneeling in the snow of Valley Forge by 3C of fhe associations, and only 14
trayed On Strand Theatre Screen.
lution of domestic difficulties, or the tin E. Whitmore estate; which hnd es and other jeweled ornaments were
to pray while his men paced thetr associations, including three that
untying of couples unhappily wed.
gone to Supreme Court on an. appeal part of the fiery star's make-up in
Americans thrill with patriotic sentry rounds with bleeding feet.
conduct State tournaments, allow
Maynard
("Micky”)
Demmons, from the judge of probate's decision. these scenes. The combined weight
For six bitter days these heroes of gounty or smaller tournaments.
who had pleaded guilty to three The appellee was given until Dec. of her brilliant complement was pride when they hear the story of
1918
clung
tn
their
hillside,
galled
by
charges of breaking and entering, 1st to file specifications as to the such a load that her arms became the Lost Battalion of the World War,
i and to one of larceny, was sentenced items to which he makes objection. weary while scenes wore being . t}ie tensest, most dramatic, most German fl.e from every direction,
hugging the hope that relief would
I to two to four years In State Prison, George Hazelton, Fred F. Lawrence filmed, even though sucli bitB of at, ,
• .
- , . .
gripping incident of America s part somehow come.
Death lurked in
but that he expected to avoid the and Ensign Otis for the estate: J. fion were of short duration. It is
The Place To Go For
estimated that were these pieces of ln
great conflict- To give tlie every bush, behind every tiny
. mound.
consequences of his misdoings was H. Montgomery for the appellee.
Jewelry stretched end for end the people of Rockland an opportunity* u 0 1 e tree-tops the spiteful fire (
apparent by his attempt to escape
RADIO
Mrs. Ida M. Bradstreet appeared in J length would he well over twenty- , to "feel" this epic action as they could vor was thrs^all Ilunc'e^'ur'ivafhm
as he was being escorted back to
........
ge , pr
the Court House jpjl by Deputy court, asking for additional alimony i five feet. Raoul Walsh, director of
.
F.
W.
Farrel
Company
not otherwise do. a motion picture the terrible agony of wounds were1
Sheriff Ludwlok. The latter was not sufficient to cover the expense of "What Price Glory,” made this pic
faithfully reproducing this historic worse enemies than German sharp-'j,
643
MAIN
ST.
ROCKLAND
unsuspicious of such a move, how hospital bills, which she alleged ture with Victor McLaglen, Don Al event with an Interwoven tale of de- j shooters and machine gun nests.
ever. and his action was prompt and were caused by injuries received varado, Nancy Nash, Jack Bustian, ,
conclusive. The lad has given the from her husband prior to their di Ralph Slpperly, Dorothy Revier, j
local and county authorities no end vorce. Frank H. Ingraham for the Fred Kohler ond Muthllde Comont
of trouble the past few years, and petitioner; Charles A. Ferry for the in principal roles. “Loves of Car
men ls here on Wednesday and
they are not altogether sorry that libellee.
• • • •
Thursday.—adv.
their responsibility is over.
County Attorney Campbell moved
An attempt to have Tony Perloup
that a mittimus be issued in the resentenced, on the ground that his
STRAND THEATRE
case of Frank L. Weeks, who was re present sentence of 10 to 12 years
“irleh Hearts," today's feature is
leased from the Bangor State Hos was illegally awarded, will he made
pital some months ago, and who today, and Perloup will be brought the picture which proved to be a
faces a prison term of one to two from prison for the purpose of lhel-'*ew York sensation. May McAvoy
years as the result of the Court’s hearing, habeas corpus proceedings appears as the Irish colleen who I
order. Mr. Weeks was not in cus-< having been instituted by Burleigh came to America to be a "grand
tody yesterday.
Ma-tln of Augusta. Perloup was the indy” but who landed in a Broad- '
Daniel Lunt. who was convicted of man who threw acid in the face of way beanery. Bee how she worked ;
illegal possession of a still, was sen Lillian Rlsteen, a waitress in what her way to romance and rlchee.
Humor, pathos and thrills fight for
tenced to six months in Knox Coun was then the Oriental Reatuarant at
supremacy in tho great picture 'The
ty Jail, with six months additional if "The Brook,” several years ago.

Sunday night’s reception was
uncommonly good, The Colliers
weekly program being among the
interesting features.

The huge success registered by the
visit of the American Legion should
go still further toward strengthening
the bonds of friendship which for a
century and a half have historically
united the French and American
peoples. The story of the descent
upon Paris of these twenty thousand
soldiers from over the seas, soldiers
this time in peace regalia, is touched
by notes of joy which make the oc
casion in a sense as memorable as
that of a decade ago when the same
boys stepped ashore with guns in
their hands.

$10 Delivers the Four Pieces to Your Home—balance Easy

II J* 11

5

Built of walnut veneers and other desirable cab
inet woods and finished’ifl a rich walnut, with
handsome decorations oh each piece. Consists
of bow-end bed; dresser, modern hi-h-boy and
vanity dreeeer. We believe this to be the great
est bargain in bedroom furniture offered in a
long time. Buy now and save ! Come early,
avoid being disappointed.

ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.
408 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, M(E.

Few motion pictures have aroused j
the sustained interest that followed
"The Rongh Riders” from the time
it was first announced that it would
be filmed to the date of its release.
From all reports on initial show
ings this production which conies to
Park Theatre Monday for three days,
is deserving of the widespread dis
cussion that has attended it.
Jesso L. Lasky, first vice presi
dent of Paramount Famous Lasky
Corporation, and B. P. Schulberg. as
sociate producer, who had. much at
stake en the standard which the pic
ture would' assume when' finished
have called it "a projection rocm
sensation"' meaning that the critical
teat of ita first run Jn completed form
caused tremendous enthusiasm WRiong
studio executives, director* and prin-

P

A

E

JONES MOTOR CO.
499 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

SEE US AT UNiCN FAIR

TEL. lQQp
;/A':

r-

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

Schooner Helvetia arrived Saturday
at Boothbay Harbor, with coal from
New York.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Sept. 27-29—North Knox fair. Union.
Sept. 28—W. C. T. U. Bute Ceeventlon to

Workmen
were
Installing
new
steamplpes ln the Wlarren street
Fairfield.
Oet. 3—Flret meeting of Shakespeare So school building yesterday.
ciety with Mre. A 8. ldttlefleld, Talbot ave
nue.
Oet. 3—Maine Music Festival, Bangor.
Oct. 4-6—Lincoln County Fair, Pamarlaeotta.

Oct. 11-13—Topsbaa Fair.
Oct. 12—Columbus Day.
Oet.
12—Rummage
sale,
Unlversallst
Church.
Oct. 13—Annual fair of Pleasant Talley
Grange at Ita hall. Middle street.
Oct. 16—Special State election on primary

la*.

Oct. 27—Annual meeting of Knox-Lincoln
Farm Bureau in Warren.
Nor. ll—Armistice Oar.
Nor. 24—Thanksgiving Day.
Dec. 25—Christmas Day, -

NEW TRAIN SCHEDULE

Train
Train
Train
Ko. 773
Train
Train
Train
No. 774

; •.U;'- •1
Arriving
No. 65,
11X10 a. m.
No. 57,
3.45 p. m.
iNo. 99,>
8.10 p. m.
(Sunday only)
10.45 a.m.
Departing
No. 74,
7.15 a. m.
No. 78,
1.45 p. m.
No. 82.
6.15 p. m.
(Sunday only) 7. 10 a. m.
Thia Week’s Weather

Weather outlook (or the week in
North Atlantic States: Showers at
lteglnnlng and again latter fSart; con
siderably cooler by Tuesday. Then
temperature below normal, except
warmer latter part-

Forgetmenot Troop, No. 5, Girl
Scouts will meet Friday after Reboot
Tinker mackerel, always toothsome,
arp 1» the market, four for a quarter.

Edgar Bartef is movl
Adams street Into the Hawto
on Camden street.
------ .1'

from

house

Earle Boynton and Miss Shirley
Maddocke, both of Rockiand, have
filed marriage Intentions.

Schooner Wlawenock arrived ^un•
day from
Waterside,
IN. —
B
for
Chester, N- Y„ with lumber.

The Auxiliary of the Sons of
Union Veterans will give an auction
party, tonight at G. A, R. hall. AU
are welcome.
Donald E. Merriam, son of Mr. apd
Mrs. Parker Merriam of Owl's Head
Is pledged to Kappa Sigma fraternity
at Bowdoin College.

The quarterly meeting of 'the
If the Boston boat had thrown Its pickles, cheese, coffee that famous
Unlversallst church and communion
service will be held Thursday even searchlight onto cottage "Wigusee” banana cake and a liberal quantity
at Ash Point last night It would have of those apples which were raised
ing.
revealed an Interesting group, which by Orrin Woodcock (from somebody
else's orchard) according to his fa
Samuel Smalley, having had a had long awaited Its passing.
Heading thut group was Associate cetious friends.
change of heart, has returned from
The slaughter of these viands was
the University of Maine and entered Justice Warren C. Philbrook of Wa
terville, who is presiding over the succeeded by an abnormal accumula
Rockland 'Business College.
September term of court, and who on tion of dishes and while there were
this occasion was guest of honor, many volunteers for the washing
Public Library will be closed ail
with his stenographer, Fred S. Rand the’eof the culinary staff would ac
day Thursday to allow the staff to
of Augusta, at an outing arranged by cept the services of nobody but Depattend the State Library Convention
tne sheriff's department.
The cot u'y Sheriff Leslie 4). Ames, who' poin Waterville.
tage in which it was held Is the sessed a susplcicous Wcnowledge of
property of Mrs Harry L. Dow, a that subject.
Construction on Chisholm block, sister of Deputy Sheriff Earle C.
While the dishes were being re
corner of Main and Lindsey streets, Ludwick, who was master of cere stored to normalcy It developed that
will begin this week with Irving monies.
The cottage occupies one the party contained some excellent
Curtis as contractor ln charge.
of the prettiest locations on the Ash • raconteurs, and for nearly two hours
Point shore, but to those unfamiliar the party revelled In anecdotes and
Rockland Encampment meets to with the devious pathways leuding yarns. Judge Philbrook told how he
morrow night with very special busi tn it the problem of getting there ! narrowly escaped becoming a steamness, the consideration of the pro was one which presented some diffi boat captain, and how he was final
culties ln pitch darkness.
ly weaned from school teaching to
posed change ln the by-laws.
The departure from Rockland was the study of law. In his many years
A. B. Allen has sold his property nit made until the court crier had on the bench he has accumulated a
on Admontem avenue to Hector B. intoned the afternoon adjournment great fund of stories and several of
Staples of Llmerock street who will of Supreme Court. Meantime, how these he told in his inimitable way.
Judge L. R. Campbell, a good
occupy It, the Allens moving to the ever, a trio of diligent workers had
taken possession of the cottage, and story-teller from boyhood, following
Bicknell.
ovei a red-hot kitchen range was the injunction to leave Daniel WebThe card party to be held by St. preparlng a feast that would tickle j stcr at home, and gave some very
Peter’s Guild at the rectory on High the palate of the Court and the Court interesting anecdotes of the Civil
Deputy Sheriff i War period in Rockland. Still anstreet is on Thursday evening at 8 House dignitaries.
J. E. Roberts headed this little group I other expert story-teller who cono'clock instead of afternoon as stated
in the capacity of chef.
He ls a trihuted his quota to this occasion,
ln Saturday’s paper.
mar. of undoubted veracity but the was Judge Edward K. Gould,
members of the party found it hard |
Participants in this very enjoyable
An excellent piece of work has
to believe after devouring the last occasion other than those previousbeen done by the street department
spoonful of that delicious Jobsler ly mentioned, were Sheriff Frank F.
under direction of
Commissioner
stew, that It was his “first offense,” j Harding, Deputy Sheriff Granville N.
Gardner in laying concrete walks on
as he expressed It, in that line. Dep- j Baehelder of St. George, Deputy
Union and North JJaln streets.
A Uty Sheriff Arthur D. Fish, from Sheriff Charles A. Cavanaugh of
special appreefatto
la felt on the the opposite corner 6f the county, Rockport. Register of Deeds Albert
Improvement of
James street qualified as ‘‘cookee,’’ and Deputy Winslow, Clerk of Courts M. M.
crossing which hi
been very diffi- Sheriff Orrin H. Woodcock of Cush Griffin, Court Messenger Luke S.
cuit for years Wirk is now going ing remained good natured when ad Davis, Dick Reed of the Press Her
forward on the concrete walk in front dressed as. “mess boy."
Orrin is ald-and F. A. Winslow of The CouOf the now KnoxuJunty General Hos
held ln such high esteem that the rle-Gazette.
pital and with las completion the boy° provided for him the highest j
In the course of the evening Dep
Willow street sewpr will be put in. ci air in the place. Being very mod-I uty Sheriff Ludwick. the popular
est, however, he eschewed the lofty | host, was presented with a mega
“Spud” Munph; wm the hero of pel ch with its protecting straps.
phony, for which his friends seemed
The menu consisted of lobster ' to think there was a specific neeesthe Country Clul golf links yesterday, negotiating
steamed
clams,
doughnuts, |sity.
nlne-hole course stew,
In II. As par on
Is course is 34, it will
be seen that the/youngster did a great
stunt. His one/regret was that Ned
could not be present to witness his
caddy's triumph.
One player who
did witness if. and who forgot his
own discomfort, was his opponent,
H. W. Flflekf/Jr., who did the nine

TOGO

holes in considerably plus 40 while
young Murphy was making ’em sit
City Clerk E. R. Keene ls back at up and take notice.
his desk ln City Hall after a month’s
vacation which was forced upon him
The Rockland Public Library will
by a grateful Clfy Government.
ba represented at the State Llbbrary
Convention ln Waterville this week,
' Clarence IE. Daniels, president of and It Is of Interest to note that
the Maine Jewelers' Association, is two Rockland young women are to
in Milwaukee this week in attendance have a place on the program. Thurs
at the convention of the National day morning Mrs. Marlon Cobb Ful
ler will take part in the discussion
Jewelers' Asociatlon.
"Btok Selection,' and at the after
Special music will be furnished In noon session Miss Hasel Marshall
connection with “The Lost Battalion" wl'.l supeak on the “Story' Hour.”
at Strand Theatre Wednesday and Mias Martha Bartlett, former Rock
Thursday. John McInnis will be at land librarian, ls president of the
,
the organ and Mrs. Frank Duffy will Association.
preside at the piano.
A diaphone alarm from Box 33
On account of the Unlversallst called the fire department and most
Convention in Biddeford the regular of Knox County's population to Till
quarterly meeting and communion son avenue about 7 o'clock last night
service of the Universalis! Church where a curtain had become ignited
will be held Thursday evening at I-3<» In one of the Gordon tenements and
in the auditorium.
involved tbe furnishings of a room.
The firemen threw the whole thing
The Sophomore class at Bowdoin out of doors and the excitement was
College has three honor students over except for a few minutes when
from Rockland—Norman S- (Waldron, Rockland's historic ladder truck be
Arthur K. Orne and Herbert C. Pres came entangled with a telephone pole
cott. This is an excellent showing, at the oomer of Weeks’ place. The
and one in which this city should horses were unmanageable and the
feel a considerable degree of pride. result was an ominous splintering
All spectators looked for an instant
Aurora Lodge will hold a special disintegration of the venerable piece
communication Wednesday evening of apparatus but no such happen
for the purpose of conferring the stance was noted, merely the wreck
Fellowcraft degreevupon several can ing of one ladder and some frame
didates. The worshipful master de strain.
sires a full attendance of the mem
bers.
An Augusta despatch last week told
of a wholesale shake-up which was
Eldrlge’s Neutralizer is proving a
to he made in the fish und game de
marvelous cure for acid stomach and partment and said that the new
Indigestion. Once tried It’s a per deputy commissioner Robert Maxey
manent friend. Try a package. Cor had asked the resignation of 64 war
ner Drug Store, Rockiand. Mall" dens.
The report was denied by
orders filled.—adv.
Deputy Maxey Saturday.
He said
that In the realignment of districts,
oertain changes have been made in
the assignment of wardens covering
the game territories, without over
lapping. In the various seasons there
it, neoessarily, considerable fluctua
tion ln the number of men who will
he under full time pay. exactly as in
the Stats Highway Police depart
ment. Beside the active force of full
pay wardens, Maine will have ap
proximately 30 deputy wardens with
out pay, other than fees anl costs,
but with full authority to aid the reg
ular force.
These wardens are in
exactly the sare status as most
deputy sheriffs In the state and are
subject to call at any time for serv
ice under regular pay.

RECORDS

The difficulties that surround the
historical ^illusion are
frequently
encountered by newspapers.
A re
cent Issue of The Qourier-Gazette
stated that the Park street house now
owned by fi. W. Berry was built bv
the late Peter Thacher. Mr. Berry
paints out that the builder was ,W1V
Hath Pitts Who was cashier of the un
fortunate SArtpbutlders Bank, of the
period ef the '60s, and a son-in-law
of Its president, Henry A. Lowell- On
the removal of Pitts to the west the
house parsed into possession of the
Thadhers. JSaturflay’s Issue spoke ot
the house at corner of Main and
Middle streets as fcutlt by Gen. Till
son. Mrs. Hurley calls attention to
the XaOt that its builder and origins!
owner was Alfred H. Kimball, a lead
ing merobant of 75 years ago. At the
same time his brother Iddo K. Kim'
ball bultt the large house on the op'
posite oorner, new owned by Mrs A.
H. Jones. Alluding to the boyhood
visit to this city of the old-time
actor Charles Barron, mention was
made tn a recent Issue to his cousins,
Mrs. Ephraim D. Graves, Miss Erneline Spear, and William E. Spear.
Charles T. Spear notes that the
names of two other cousins should
have been Included—Mrs. 'William P.
Frye and Mrs. (Dr.) Garcelon. It Is
comforting to note that readers old
and young maintain such keen and
helpful oversight of these columns.

MAINE MUSIC CO.

There will be an auction bridge,
given by Ct. Peter’s Guild at the
Rector/., 34 High -street, Thursday

Your comfort, your ser
vice, your convenience
are the considerations
of
first
importance
here. We want you to
feel as much at home in
this store as you would
in your own home.

Make it a point to drop
in . . . frequently . . .
and hear a little good
music. Your visits will
be thoroughly enjoy
able, to all cohcerned.
Begin
this
pleasant
habit now . . . today !

The World’s Great Music
Is Ou

VICTOR

~ ROCKLAND, MAINE

Justice Philbrook and Court House Officials Spend Delight
ful Evening At Wigasee Cottage, Ash Point.

AND JACK

3.
4.
5.

5.

And Remember !
If you buy* eve: y thing rut of the
State and 1 buy everything out of
the Stale, what becomes of Maine?

Patterns galore ! Thick, downy Blankets, full of warmth and comfort. We have had Blanket Sales be
fore. This will be the equal of any, particularly in view of the higher prices being asked for blankets.
The sale includes everything in our Bedding Department. We have a great variety of colors, thicknesses,
sizes and qualities from which to choose.

DEMPSEY

North Knox Fair at Union opened wire ahead of his Aroostook County
this morning, and every indication rival.
The races will be started by M. I.
points to a record breaker. The fair
Collins of Gotham, who has given the.
grounds has accommodation for 60 word all over the Maine and New
trotting horses, but it has been found Brunswick circuits, and who has
necessary to provide more, and lov started many races in New York
ers of the turf unquestionably have State during fair time. He is what
two great days ahead of them is commonly known as a “big guy,”
has a wonderful voice and it will be
Wednesday and Thursday.
Four horses share in the distinc interesting to see hint work.
The track has been widened 10 feet
tion of holding the present track rec
ord of 2.15(4, but it is perfectly safe at the turns and is now so fast that
to bet that a much faster mark will many are comparing it with the
have been established before sunset Skowhegan track.
The drawing of horses and oxen
Thursday afternoon.
Keep your eye peeled on that 2.18 will take place Thursday, and the
race Thursday afternoon, for among big blocks of
granite are due for
the starters will be two horses which lots of “pulling and hauling."
The Midway will be a brisk place,
have not known defeat the present
season
One is Togo M., 2.13(4. for the concessions already taken are
owned by the Waldoboro Garage Co.; double the usual number. The Pine
the other is Jack Dempsey, 2.11(4, Tree Amusement Co. is there, “box
owned by Dr. H. B. Kierstead of and dice.” The exhibition hall was
Presque Isle. Supporters of the Lin sold out long ago.
Yes. sir, take it from us—the Union
coln County entry will be on hand in
force and they will make the welkin Fair is going to be a big show this
ring if Togo M. can come under the year.

OPPOSES PRIMARY
'’

I

George Otis Smith Gives His
Reasons For Voting Foi*
Its Repeal.

Come to this Blanket Sale.
Sale

Both Undefeated This Season To Figure In Union Fair
Race—Big Show Opening This Morning.

*

ficials, after they assume the duties
of office, may be charitably attributed
to the persistent idea, which the pri
mary campaign too often fosters, that
the official is self-made and selfresponsible only-

Sunset Plaid, single, 64x76..................................................................
Hartly Pear Grey, double, 66x80, reg. $1.98...............................
4 Lb. Heavy Grey, double, 66x80, teg. $2.98 ......... ...................
Warmly Plaid, 66x80, reg. $3.98................................................
Nokold Plaid, part wool, 66x80, reg. $4.50..................................
Golden Fleece, part wool, 66x80, reg. $4.50...............................
» Indian Blanket, single, 66x80, reg. $3.50 ..................... ,...........
Beautiful White Woolen, colored borders, 72x84, reg. $17.50
Springfield Woolen, heavy, 66x80, regular $10 ......................
Oregonian Pure Virgin Wool, single, 72x84, reg. $16.50.........
Virgin Wool Plaids, 70x82, reg. $16.50.........................................

To the Washington bureau of the
Press Herald George Otis Smith, di 
rector of the 1?. S. Geological Survey,
tells why he is opposed to the pri
mary law now effective in Maine
and will vote for its repeal at the
sjiecial referendum on Oct. 18. Dr.
Smith retains his voting residence
in Skowhegan, despite his 30 years
in the Federal service. This year he
will vote by mail, since he is setting
out shortly on a tour of Inspection of
the Western projects of the Geologi
cal Survey and will not return In
time to get to Maine for the referen
dum. Dr. Smith believes the primary
to be an anomaly in a representative
form of government"I voted against the adoption of the
primary system in Maine because 1
had faith in representative govern
ment,” he told the correspondent
1 believed the convention system was
more worth improving than the pro
posed innovation—the primary—was
worth experimenting with.
"I then regarded a State-wide pri
mary as more expensive, less expres
sive of the serious judgment of the
citizens and less responsive to the
majority will. What I have since seen,
the country over, has confirmed that
forecast and strengthened my oppo
sition to the primary."
Political salvation has not come
to either State or Nation through the
primary or, the referendum, In Dr.
Smith's opinion.
suited to the small confines of ancient
“A pure Democracy was better
Athens than to the great expanses of
the State of Maine," he said, "even
with
all
the distance-conquering
modern agencies of post, telegraph,
telephone and radio. Representative
processes in government have been,
and still are uecessary to secure the
ties) results, If there ls to be a calm
exercise of Judgment, and the full
fruition of responsibility.
“Personally, I neither crave nor de
mand the privilege of voting on each
and every proposal connected with
the governing of Maine.
Self-gov
ernment does not necessarily mean
the individual citizen doing every
thing himself.
Why not trust the
Legislature to represent us in making
laws?”
Dr. Smith stands firm on the prin
ciple of party solidarity, and believes
the primary to be subversive of this
IN MEM0RIA.M
In loving remembrance of Hiram A. Brown
principle"I believe ln party organization as who died Sept. 30, 1926.
We mias thee from thy place dear father,
a steadying Influence In our political
We miss thee from thy place,
A shadow o’er our life Is cast,
life. The individual citizen needs the
We miss the sunshine of thy face,
party organization to stand behind
We miss thy kind and willing hand—
the public official, long after Election
Thy fond and earnest care,
Cur
home is dark without thee—
Day. as sponsor and stabilizer. Much
We miss thee everywhere.
of the erratic performance of the
,
His wi^e> Mrs. Lottie Brown and sons,

•

$ -98
1-59
1-98
2.98
3.50
3.50
2.98
14.00
7.98
12.00
14.00

72x80 PUFFS—a special value to go with this Blanket
Sale, $3.98

25 JERSEY DRESSES
A cleanup from one of our best
manufacturers; regular $15.00.

These go at ..................... . $10.98

RAINCOATS!
Coat with hat, 4 to 10 ... $2 69

Juniors’, 10 to 16.......... ...
Ladies’, 18 to 46 .......... ...

2.69
269

Leatherette suede lined, all col-

ors...................................... .... $6.75

SENTER CRANE COMPANY
BURKETTVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Simmons of
Gardner, Mass., are spending their
vacation at Aimon Rowell’s.
Merle Robbins and family have
moved Into Mrs. Lottie Mears Linocott’s house.
School began Monday with Mrs.
Alice Robbins, as teacher of the pri
mary school and Mrs. Annie Ripley
of the grammar school.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Overlook were
Sunday visitors at Minnie Light’s.
Andrew Rokes and Leander Pease
have returned from their work In
Union.
Mr. and Mrs. William Carter and
son are spending a week at H. L.
Turner's.
Frank Esancy's familj’ had as vis
itors Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Collins, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Esancy,
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Jones and sev
eral neighbors.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Whitney
and daughter and Walter Calder
wood of Union spent Sunday at Nel
son Calderwood's.
Robert Thurston was in Union
Sunday.
A meeting of the school board with
the citizens of Barlow, Collins and
Hurkettville districts was held Sat
urday afternoon at the schoolhouse.
Dr. A. O. Thomas State Superinten
dent was present.

very attractive in appearance. Minor
repairs have been made on the in
terior of the various buildings while
the woodwork on the exterior of all
of the buildings on the campus has
been redecorated.
Coburn hall, which was destroyed
by fire last winter, is in the process
of reconstruction and it is expected
this building will be ready for occu
pancy very shortly. This will relievo
the congestion caused by the lack of
proper recitation rooms and labora
tories.
One of the most radical changes
to be made at the college this year is
tlie establishment of two of the fra
ternities in homes which they have
recently purchased.
The Lancsrs
club have taken, possession of their
new home on lower College avenue
while the Kappa iDelta Rho frater
nity occupy the Davis mansion on
Elm street. This leaves Roberts hall,
the dormitory formerly occupied by
Kappa Delta Rho, availablo for the
use of the incoming freshman class
and will tend to relieve the crowded
conditions of past years.
All signs at the present time seem
to prove that the coming year will be
one of the most successful in every
respect.

“It is the exceptional man who can
keep his balance under such lonely
conditions. Even the declaration of
political
principles
takes
on
a
BORN
changeable character when it is
Carr—At Whitney Maternity Homo. Inzra
merely a personal matter with th
ham Hill. Sept. 24. to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
candidate and not the platform of a
Carr of Chesapeake City, Md., a daughter.
party. In such purely personal poli
“DEAR OLD COLBY”
Edttll Lillian.
tics the provision for amendment of
•
DIED
principles or reversal of opinion is
(Wednesday was registration day for
Carver- Yinalhnvsn. Sept. 21. Lottie, wife
wide open and easily operated under the members of the incoming Fresh
of .l.niies O. Carver.
the stress of political ambition.”
man class at Colby College. From
Hanley -Brookline, Jiaaa., Sept. 25, Walter
Dr. Smith does not claim that good present indications the class this year linn cy. Funeral eervleee from the Thomasmen cannot be elected under the pri is one of the largest in the history of tun Catholic church Wednesday at 2 o'clock.
mary system. “Good men have been the college.
CARO OF THANKS
chosen under the new method, as I
During the summer months many
We wi h tn thank out many frteoda and
fully believe they would have been Improvements have been made on io ic ihor, tor (heir kindness to ue In our great
The trees on I loss; also for Uie many beautiful floral of
under the old," he argues, but I have the college grounds.
a deep-down feeling that under the the campus have received the atten ; feting...
Mr. and Mrs. William Braun and family.
old party system of party responsi tion of tree experts and at present are Mrs. Bin ni a J. Wheeler.
•
bility even these men would have
been better officials, because more and
better representatives of their con
stituency, to whom they would feel
a stronger responsibility.”
Dr. Smith does not fail to realize
the strength of the support of the
View and Operate
present primary law, nor the criti
cism leveled at those who, like him
self, are ready to admit that its
adoption in Maine was a mistake
which should be remedied.
"Most of us have to believe what
we all see about us, and what I have
seen unconditionally condemns in my
, *
t.l
eyes the* primary system.
It has
failed to work the political miracles
For Which
promised by its promoters- I believe
that political conditions both in 'State
and National Government would be
better today, if the enthusiastic ef
fort wasted on installing the primary
system (iad been applied to the im- |
provement of the convention system.
"Particularly, I regret that Maine
has lost the opportunity for leader
ship in the wave
of anti-primary
action that Is sweeping the country.
The light of political sanity seems to !
have returned in the W|est before its 1
dawn in the East.
Idaho several
years ago repented of its experiment.
“Let Maine follow as quickly as
possible." Dr.Smlth has the distinction
I
of having been Chief of a Federal
Bureau longer than any other man.
Administrations come and adminis
trations go, but whether they be Re
publican or Democratic^ George Otis(
Smith remains Director of the Geo
logical Survey, a position he has held
for 30 years.

evening. Sept. 29, at 8 o’clock. Tick
ets SO cents.—aflv.
US-117
self-nominated and self-elected of- Enos Brown aud Lewis Brown.

We are a weak rearer you than
the nut of State mailorder house.
Our expert, and expetienced
clerks givi y ur orders personal
attention jit ;t as if you were
here yourself.
V' ur money back if not satis
fied.
Wc piy all parcel p st charges.
We are in yi ur home State and
ure building up the confidence of
Maine people thrifftgh square
dealing and value tne chandise.
We gu r.intce our prices to be
as low < r lower than out of
State mail order hi uses.

DANCING
: : at : :

THE PIONEER GRANGE PAVILION
East Union, Maine

EVERY SATURDAY EVENING
Music by Robbins’ Orchestra

Old, and New Dances
lOS&llO-Tu-tf

‘T/teTlew

ALLEN’S
PARLOR FURNACE

Come !

The New FRESHMAN
ELECTRIC RADIOS
YOUR LIGHT SOCKET
SUPPLIES ALL THE POWER ’
z Acids
x I Water
' Excuses

) Troubles
Batteries

Makeshifts
LET US DEMONSTRATE
ANY MODEL TODAY

See the Allen A
at

UNION FAIR
Factory Representative on Hand to Explain
Many Fine Features

hs

We are also showing the Famous Household
Ranges at tbe Fair with an Expert in Attendance

Sold on Convenient Term*

House-Sherman, Inc.
585 Main Street

Rockland, Maine

AUTHORIZED FRESHMAN DEALER
115-117

Stonington Furniture Co,
LOUIS MARCUS. Propriator
113-319 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND

TEL. i

FINEST

Every-Other-Day
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REAL “SUMMERLESS SUMMER”
Bangor Man’s Diary Tells of That Famous 1816 Season
When Ice Formed In May and It Snowed In June.

Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Coombs of Now
York have returned home after a tea
days' visit with Mr. and Mrs. Alex.
Puller.
Walter Coombs of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
has been visiting tils cousin, Nina
Fuller.
Mrs. Lila Burrill after spending tha
past two months with her parents;
Rev. and Mrs. B. S. Ufford. hae re
turned to her home in New York
City.
Chandler Smith of Niagara Falls,
N. Y., Is visiting his sister, Mrs. Fred
Philbrook and other friends in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Burgess of
Massachusetts are guests of his
mother. Mrs. Sadie Burgess.
William Walton of Watertown,
Mass., was a guest in town Satur
day and attended the Odd Fellows
meeting in ths evening.
A. H. Whitmore was in Waldoboro
Saturday and called on his old friend
Sanford Bucklin.
The town is already well filled with
strangers who have come to attend
the fair. It is predicted that the
coming week will sad the biggest fair
ever held in Knox County.

Mothers
Look

Fall Excursions
to BOSTON
Special Reduced Rates

RoCnD TRIP FARES
While summer was cutting up its fiecee and cold blew steadily from the
FROM
FROM
unseasonable pranks, cold wet. foggy, north Mothers knit extra socks and
$9.20 Bor Harbor $11.65
Bangor,
damp, dark and dismal, a New York mittens for their children In thei
8.85 Seal Harbor 11.35
Bucksport,
Woodflres were renewed.
writer relieved his feelings of the spring
8.50 No’oaat Hbr. 1125
Belfast,
following sentiments:
Planting and shivering went on to
8.05 So'west Hbr. 11.10
Camden,
•'This summer has rewarded Its gether. Farmers worked out their
7.85 Blue Hill
11.10
Rockland,
prophets. Nearly three years ago two taxes on the roads in overalls and
Correspondingly low fares from other
unoffical meteorologists, Mr. Herbert mittens. In Vermont, a farmer had
landings.
Janvin Browne, of Washington, and driven his sheep to pasture some
Going Dates. Leaving any date ffom
Mr. H. H. Clayton, of Massachusetts, miles away at the usual time. On
the seventh of June there was a
Oct. lot to pet. 15Jh, inclusive.
began predicting that 1927 would re- ,
... ,
semhle that famous year of 1816. still
.ij.
Return limit l5 daya including date
The cold being severe, the own
remembered in New England as the er went to ftok after them.
As
of sale.
“year without a summer." It "’*** he left the house he said sportively
HEN children say they don’t
Comfortable
staterooms suitable for
not implied that hot weather would
Hitt wife. "It being June. If I do
like oats, it’s usually because
two persons, each way, $2.50 and
be altogether lacking this year; that not return in a reasonable time, send i rich Quaker flavor is missing,
up.
extreme is not even recorded of 1816. the neighbors after me." Night came.
Children who ordinarily don’t take
The forecast was of a summer pre- tbe storm has increased, and he was
For tickets sffitl reservations apply
to oats are often quickly won to this
nearest agent
vailingly cold, wet and stormy, but still absent.
with occasional brief Interludes of
' The next morning neighbors important food, simply by giving
wsrnitht
Weather prophets being were alarmed and started searching them "Quaker.”
largely without honor nowadays, in for the missing man. On the mornThe flavor is uniquely different;
everybody’s country the predictions ing of the third day. he was found toasty, rich and creamy, Quaker
steamship links
of Mr. Browne and Mr. Clayton ellc-lwlth his feet badly frozen and. unable
EAST UNION
Oats alone has it Some SO years
ited mainly mirth. Now comes their ]to walk.
Mrs. Obadiah Gardiner and daugh
were spent in perfecting it
turn to laugh
"’July was accompanied by frost
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
“That Is exactly the kind of sum- lnn<1, lce’ 2" the "fth-,°f ,the
Quaker milling, too, retains much of ter Mrs. Clarence Beverage of Rock
Eastern Standard Time
thickness of common window glass the "bulk” of oats. And that makes land were recent visitors at Mrs.
Trains Leavk Rockland for
mer we have had. Last week's an
Clara Snow's.
was
found
throughout
New
Eng

August., AJTtlO a. m., 17.15 «. m., 11.45 p. in.,
laxatives
less
often
needed.
Thus
pro

nouncement of tlie New York office
Miss Clara Fiske of Damariscotta ♦6.15 p. m.
of the Weather Bureau calling this land. New York nnd some parts of tein, carbohydrates and vitamines and
is a guest of her niece Mrs. J. W- Bangor, AJ7.10 a. m., f7.15 a. m., fl.45 p. m.,
Pennsylvania.
Indian corn was “bulk” combine in making Quaker
f6.15 p. m.
the coldest August for fifty-four
Kearly.
Boston, AJ7.1O a. m ,,17.15 a. m.. fl.45 p. m.,
years was not needed to convince nearly all destroyed except on ele- Oats an excellently balanced ration.
Mrs. Ernest Brown has gone to f6.15p.rn.
vt. ted trains.
August was more
vacationists that they have been
Gardiner where she will visit her Brunswick, Af7.10 a. n ., f?.15a. m , 11.45p. m..
Get Quick Quaker (cooks in 2% to daughter
♦6.15 p. m.
chilly. Each day's newspaper prints cheerless than the earlier summer
Mrs. Merton Taylor.
--------'zCwiston, A
|7.10 a. m , f7.15 a. m , fl.45 p. m.
months. Nearly all the corn that 5 minutes) or Quaker Oats today at
reports of unusual storms and floods
Mr. and Mrs. Seamond of Provi New York, fl.45 p. m.
•
had escaped thus far was so badly your grocer.
Portland,
A|7.
10 a. m., f7.15a. m., fl.45 p. m ,
somewhere in thelworid. There was
dence were recent guests of Mr. and
frozen that It was cut for fodder.
6.15p.m.
snow last Saturday in York. Pa. The
Mrs- Benjamin Brayton.
Vaterville, A17.10 a. m , f7.15a. m., fl.45 p. m ,
September furnished about
two
Ice cream venders of London ap
Laet Tuesday evening was one of 6.15 p.m.
weeks of the mildest weather of the
Woolwich,
|7.10 a. m., f7.15 a. m„ fl.4o p. m.,
pointed a day in July to pray in
Pinner's most pleasant meetings dur
8.15 p. m.
church for Just a little sun—and got season.
ing the year when It entertained 42
Daily, except Sunday.
I Sunday only.
'' ‘October produced more than Its
the only sun of the week while they
members from Maple Grange, North i k Passengers provide pwn ferriage between U oolshare of cold weather. November was
were at prayer and while the unreWaldoboro. There were also visitors
cold and brought snow and sleighing.
APPLETON RIDGE
generate members of their profession
from Good Will, White Oak, Wlarren,
In marked contrast with the preced
W. M. Newbert and L. N. Moody South Hope and West Rockport
gathered in the few available tup
ing months of 1816. December was are doing some shingling repairs on
pence.
Granges, making an attendance of
mild and comfortable. Such Is a their buildings.
“September la still to come and
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
130The ladles' degree staff of
summary of the general weather
Mr
and
Mrs.
A
G
Pitman
went
to
kN RFFBCT AUG. 15, 1927
has been known to be warm. It Is
conditions of the phenomenal year Rockland Thursday and took thsir Maple Grange conferred the third
VINALHAVEN LINE
conceivable that the weather divin
and fourth degrees upon two oand'of 1816.'
Steamer lea tea Vinalhaven daily, exoept
son Arnold to Knox Hospital, where dates in a beautiful and very ef
ity who presides over that month
Sunday, at 7.00 A. M. and 1.00 P. M. Ar
“To we. who are at a distance of he had a tonsil and adenoid opera
wll! be less respectful of the predic
ficient manner, which was greatly riving at Rockland 8.20 A. M. and 2.20 P. M.
80 years from that phenomenal year, tion. He is gettng along fine.
tions
of
Mr.
Browne
and
Mr.
Clay

Returning, leaves Rockland at 9.30 A. M.
appreciated.
At
the
close
of
the
de

retroit, wu rectory wimm*
the foregoing description may seem
Hazel V. Perry entertained at
direct for Vinalhaven. arriving at 10.50 A. M.
ton and more respectful of the corn
Inspired hy a spirit of unrestrained supper Thursday her aunt Mrs. gree work, the assistants led tbe Leaves Rockland (Tillson Wharf) at •S.IS
crop."
a (
M. for Xorth Haven and Vinalhaven.
exaggeration, but it Is confirmed by Elizabeth McLain of Haverhill, Mass. march to the banquet hall, followed
The Bangor Commercial fell Into
•Saturdays only, leaves Tillson Wharf 3.00
by candidates and visitors, where the
the traditions of the experience of
Misses
Chrystal
Stanley
and
Ruth
P.
M.
; Mains Central Wharf 3.15 P. M.
reminiscent vein upon noting the
the early Inhabitants of central Moody visited the North Hope school usual “harvest feast" awaited them. STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
above comments, and published the
The
visiting
members
assisted
in
Maine.
Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally except
Saturday.
following:
carrytng out an excellent program Sundays at 5.30 A. M., Stonington at 6.30,
“In his annals of Bangor. Judge
....
Mrs. Katie Whitney spent several
Xorth Haven at 7.30; due at Rockland about
adding
much
to
the
enjoyment
of
the
John E. Godfrey says, "The season days last week with relatives in Ban
A. M.
Still, to be honest, the last part
evening. Such meetings as this do 3.50
was remarkable for the low state of gor
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1 30 P. M..
of June' was quite normal and July
much to promote social welfare and Xorth Haven at 2.30, Stonington at 3 40; due
the
thermometer.
In
June
the
cold
Mr. a'nd Mrs. Everett Whitney, Mr.
had some hot, truly mid-summer
to arrive at Swan's Island about 5.00 P. M.
was severe. It snow-ed the seventh and Mrs. Adelphus Ripley and Mr. prosperity to the order.
B. H. 8TINSOX. General Agent.
days. It wasn't until August arrived
Henry Livingston and friend of
and eighth. Water froze for several and Mrs. Eugene Butler were among
that the Spirit of Summer departed
----------------------------------------------------------------Providence. R. I., were weekend
nights
and
on
the
tenth
the
Ice
over
those attending South Moutville
It was this one month that must
guests of Mrs. Edith Livingston and
puddles would bear a man. Great Fair.
take a major share of the blame.
Miss Ella Livingston.
54 PARK STREET
TEL. 124
ROCKLAND, ME.
numbers
of
birds
werp
so
benumbed
So It isn't wholly correct to term
tWs a year without a summer, how that they could readily be taken in
FRIENDSHIP
ever strong may be the impulse to hand and many perished.”
WALDOBORO
Swansey Burns spent the weekend
"The Rev. Amasa Loring In his
do so.
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Moors and
in town.
history
of
Piscataquis
County
says
This state did. however, have one
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Smalley family have gone to Connecticut
year without a summer—literally. It of the year 1816. ‘On the 29th and and Mr. and Mrs. George Roberts of where they will make their future
was, as the New York writer said, 3lith days of May, snow fell to the Rockland visited In this place Sun home.
the year 1816; and It Is described depth of five inches. From the sixth day.
Mr. and Mrs. George Genthner have
most interestingly and convincingly to the tenth of June, there uere freFriends of Mrs. James C. Murphy gone to Boaton.
by Hon. Lyndon Oak. father of form qmnt snow squalls, and every morn
Mlse Elisabeth F Genthner has
will regret to hear that she has had
er Postmaster John M. Oak of Ban ing the surface was found frozen.
to undergo an operation and Is at the been on a trip to Quebec.'
Three Crew delicious Flavoring
gor, in his “History of Garland. Every month during the summe
Miss La.Ha Waltz has returned from
State Street Hospital. Portland. A
Extracts are pure and profitable
Maine,” It Is as follows—and it's frost was risible. On the sixth of
last
reports
she
was
progressing
Portland
where
she
has
been
spend

to use.
worth reading before you say any October, three inches of snow fell.
favorably.
ing several,weeks.
more unkind things about the wea No corn was raised this year in any
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Redfield
Miller,
sons
part of northern New England. Early
Mrs. Roy Caswell returned to Wklther man's present antics.
Solution to Previous Puzzle
In this hook, published in 1912, Mr. rye and wheat ripened, but were Theron and Hadley and daughter tham, Maas.. Saturday.
much pinched, and potatoes came in Lorna motored to Waterville Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. E. Howard Faber of
Oak wrote:
to visit relatives.
Melrose, Mass., are at Mrs. Nellie
"The year 1816 has been aptly light and watery.’"
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Boswortn Overlock’s.
characterized as the year without a
(Ruth Logan) and Mr. Bosworth's
Mrs. Alice Kalloch and Mrs. Ed
summer. Several of the preceding
A
FULL
PROGRAM
nurse'have reopened their cottage t»t ward Connor and «on of Rockland
summers were so cold as to suggest
Davis Point for two weeks. Mr. and Mrs. Gladys Hahn of Portland
a possible future famine. This ten
1
r* •4
1
Bosworth is convalescing from a re have been guests of their sister, Mrs.
dency to frigidity reached its great-,
IN WARREN
Maine Federation of Wom cent surgical operation.
C. B. Stahl.
est intensity In the summer of 1816.
Eight Room House, all latest im
Mrs.
William
L.
Tompkins,
Miss
Crosby
K.
Waltz
of
Quincy,
Mass.,
The coldness of that year was not
provements — Furnace, Lights,
IO
en’s Clubs Meets Next Margaret Tompkins and W. L. Tomp9
has been spending several days at
confined to a small area. It prevailed
Bath, three acres Land, Warren
kklns.
Jr.,
visited
Bowdoin
College
through the United States and Can
his home here.
Week.
Village Three minutes’ walk from
Saturday.
ada and extended to Europe. That
Nelson Bond of New York and
tho Bridge. Priced at $2500.
Abbot
Spear
of
Wlarren
was
In
there were reasons for alarm, espec
Lindley Bond of Watertown. Mass.,
• • • •
town
'Sunday.
Plans are progressing rapidly for
ially In the new settlements of east
have been guests of their parents,
IE "
AT THE HIGHLANDS
17
1
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Melvin
Simmons
of
ern Maine, already impoverished by the entertainment of the Maine Fed
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur F. Bond.
Seven Room House, Barn and Six
untoward events extending through eration of Women’s Clubs in Lewis Bremen were in town Saturday. Mr.
The Past Noble Grands of Germania
Acres of Land at the Highlands;
Simmons
contemplates
moving
his
seteral years, will be understood by ton and Auburn. Oct. 4-7.
ll
and Good Luck Rebekah Lodges
12
35 Apple and Pear Trees.
After the usual opening exercises, house from Bremen to land tecently were entertained at Appleton last
a perusal of the following graphic
C*M| iMTCRHATtOMAb SVWStfAVI
PRICED AT $1850.00
purchased
by
him
of
'Stacy
Simmons
a welcome to the Federation will
account from a reliable source:
week.
....
• • • •
be extended by Mrs. Royal B. Rec at Hatchet Cove.
n
Miss Stella M. Waltz of Roxbury,
House at Owl’s Head, shore front,
Mrs.
Randall
J.
Condon
of
Cincin

“ ‘The year 1816 was known ord. president of the Androscoggin
BURDETT'S GREAT PROGRESS
Mass., has been at the Waltx home
two .acres of land. Must be sold
throughout the United States and County Literary Union, and a wel nati, O„ has returned to her home at stead.
at ones.
The Business Administration de Europe as the coldest ever experi come to Lewiston and Auburn by the Hatchet Cove for a short stay.
Miss Blanche Gross is the guest of
partment of Burdett College opened enced by any person then living. mayors ,of the two cities. The re
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Gray and
EASY TEKMS
this week, the big incoming class of Very few persons now living can sponse will be given by Mrs. John T. daughter Eleanor of Thomaston, her aunt In Boston.
The Susannah Wesley Society met
freshmen, together with over a 90 per recollect It. The following is a brief Skolfleld, First Vice-President of the visited in town Sunday.
V. f
cent return of seniors may prevent summary of the weather during each Maine Federation. This will be fol
Owen Simmons has returned home with Mrs. S. H. Wleston Monday
evening.
the college from admitting a new month of that year: January was lowed by greetings from past presl- after being away yachting this sum
ROCKLAND, ME.
Mr. and Mrs. Robey Wiley have
class at the beginning ot the second so mild as to render fires almost un derts and guests and by various mer.
closed
their
cottage
at
Martin'*
Point
semester which has been customary. necessary In parlors. February, with matters of business. Including re
Rev. Mr. March occupied the pul
Two interesting features about this the exception of a few days, was like ports from several chairmen, from pit at the Methodist Church Sunday and are at Roscoe L. Benner's.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Sherman Keene
year's incoming classes are the large Its predecessor. March was cold and tlie unions and from clubs. Tuesday in the absence of the pastor, Rev.
numbers of sons and daughters of boisterous during the early part of- evening the hostess clubs will enter- Benjamin Shaw, who was called and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Patten have
Burdett graduates and the large the month. The latter part was mild. tair the Federation at a reception in away on account of the death of his returned to Somerville, Mass.
Mrs. Louise Bliss Miller has re
number of students who come from April began warm but grew colder Chase Hall, Bates College. It Is father..
many distant states and foreign as the month advanced. May wag hoped that a brief greeting will be
Rev and Mrs. David Spencer have turned from New London, Conn., and
countries. The most recent add! more remarkable for frowns than given by President Gray of Bates been attending
campmeeting
at will spend a month at her home here
Since 1840 this firm has
tion to the faculty Is Douglas B Lin smiles. Buds and fruits were froz Cc liege.
Crouseville In Aroostook County. before going South for the winter.
faithfully aerved ths fami*
coln of Walton. New York, who will en. Ice formed half an inch thick.
At Kennebunkport many urged They were accompanied by Rev. ♦ Mrs. Thomas Foley who has spent
liaa.ef Knox County.
he encaged In Business Admlnistra
Corn was killed and again planted that more time be given to the con Samuel Clark and Mrs. May Stanley- the summer here, has returned to
Lady Attendant
tion work.
Mr. and Mrs. Louvllle Pottle spent Boston.
and replanted so long as there was ference of club presidents, so it is
Tai. Day 460; Night, 711-1
Substantial increases have also the slightest prospect of success. planned to have such a conference at Sunday in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Royce Shuman are
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
been made in the Night School which June was the coldest ever known 8.15 Wednesday morning and again
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Hall of Port guests of Mr. and Mrs. James Steele
AMBULANCE 8ERVICB
1-What Philistine god 38-ln what city In N. E. 1O-Sldlee
is mow open. A survey of the enroll In this latitude. Frost and ice were on Thursday. The general session land passed the weekend here with
Past Noble Grandsd of Good Luck
Italy was a famous 13-What animal la the
was pictured as half
ment shows that students who have common. Almost every green thing. on Wednesday will open at 9.10. The Mr Hall's mother.
Rebekah Lodge and officers of the
“king of besets?’’
council held In
man and half fish?
had superior educational advantages Inciuding fruit, was destroyed. Snow address of the President will be fol
Rebekah Assembly of Maine were
15-What Is a musical
1545?
6-0f what country Is
ROCKLAND, ME.
are interested in commercial training fell to the depth of seven inches in lowed by reports of the Federation
guests of the local lodge laet week.
ON ROAD TO RICHES
medley called?
Alfonso XIII king? 38-What Is the bleat of
All lines of business and occupations Vermont and Maine, three in the In officers. Resolutions read on Tues
The receipts of the Tunney- A program followed the work, after
18- Preflx—form of
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ate represented in the Night School. terior of New York and Massachu day will be submitted to a vote on Dempsey fight were $2,658,660, the which refreshments were served.
"ad”
40-What woman of
11- Lacklng luster
This is encouraged by employers setts. There -were a few w-^rrn days Wednesday morning session. Nom- record gate of pugilism, Tex Rickard
Moab married Boaz 19- Whet Is the Latin
12- What early king,
« ho make it a practice to pay a part in June.
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for
“
sun?
”
and
became
an
called “The Greet,"
or all of the tuition for those who de
'• ‘It was called a dry season Wind made.
$763,660 more than the battle of the
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Wednesday Mrs. Irvin Bowker of Sesqui at Philadelphia last year when
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efficiency.
Osteopathic Physician
Portland, will report the Council Tunney and Dempsey fought for the
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A new course in Shorthand Report
Meeting at Grand Rapids, and Mrs. first time. Rickard's famous “poker
marshals was Duke
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of
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form of matter?
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by
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seat
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America
Employment Department show that
have Joined the Federation the last Flrpo battle hy $1,576,030.
Garfield as presi
50- What It a statue
21- Dletress signal at
during the year just closed It has re
year and by reports of the Legisla
dent of the U. 8.?without head and
Office Hours: 1 to I and I to I P. It,
sea
ceived in excess of 3,000 calls from
tive Chairman and chairman of the
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tlon will listen to an address by
Israel?
Into the Rio
1- Darllngs
THOUSANDS OF DAHLIAS
Charles W. Tobey of Manchester. N,
34- Squad
Grande?
2- What are game
H . Mr. Tobey was one of the most
With 211 new varieties of dahlias
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interesting speakers on New Eng
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coast of France?
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Conference last fall and several
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Is played with
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two International women's confer
So safe that the makers of 30 leading
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Evenings by Appointment J
Ut “What to Read This Winter,,”

for the Quaker’s picture
when buying oats.
That means
richer flavor
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NINE
POINTS OF PROVABLE
SUPERIORITY OVER ALL
CARS SELLING UP TO

EASTERN
,

f

Think of it! Nine
hundred dollars
beyond its price in nine great fundamen
tals of value!

*1595

Ask us to prove it! The more you know
of fine cars the quicker will you concede
Senior leadership in these nine vital
categories!

Quick Quaker

Vinalhaven & Rockland
' Steamboat Co.

They are facts—provable and proved.
And they explain why the car is already
nationally referred to as “ America’s finest
performing Six”—why so many former
owners of higher-priced cars now pass
* you on the road in Seniors!
»
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MOTHERS

'an

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

FOR SALE

■

. studLey co.

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

BURPEE’S

DR. E.L SCARLOTT

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.

Don’t scrub to get a
whiter wash

C S. ROBERTS
Attorney

W

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter

H. M. de ROCHEMONT

FRED S. MARCH

Cemetery Memorials

ancient Mexico.

Rinso

Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
Dentist

Every-Other-Day
uiii
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SOUTH THOMASTON
ilr. and Mrs. Albert Grant moved
into their new home in Rockland
Friday.
Friends of Mrs. C. L. Sleeper re
gret to learn that she is confined to
her bed by sickness.
Milton Knowlton has sold his farm
(the Calderwood place) to a Finnish
family by the name of Lammi.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Leighton and
children of Bar Harbor were recent
guests of her brother. L. S. Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sleeper have
gone to Boston where Mr. Sleeper
has resumed the work he was doing
before he came here to engage with
his father in his Rockland business.
F.
K.
Thorndyke has recently
painted his house. Charles Davis as
sisted him.

RADIO “A” and “B”
SOCKET POWERS
DISTRIBUTED BY

Darling Automobile Co., Inc.
AUBURN, MAINE

New2
CHASSIS

on ANY radio set

FREE*
TMfcM-l

Socket Power

(Ruma

JtaiSMM
NOBUMaaX
wo oiarowrioM.

Mmi-anqMrM

(Raducr

Yes, any Philco Dealer in your community will connect
tba wonderful new Model Philco AB Socket Power to any radio tat—.
you merely map ON your radio twitch
when you want to Usten in. Snap it
OFF, and your radio is silent. No rues
Perfect radio reception.

whether it is an old tet or a new sef—at absolutely not one penny of extra cost
to you. Installation ia FREE. And then you can run your tet—any kind of
battery tet—from your electric light socket.

________
_
goes with every Philco
AB Socket Power and they are built to
conform with the Underwriters’ Labo
ratories Safety Specifications.

to replace! No more recharging to dol No fuss or bother) Improved receptionl Perfect “A” and “B" power! Super-power for all power tubes! 180volts
at 60 milli-amperes!

built ta fit tfnaiWa the cabinets of prac
tically all well-known sets.including:
Atwater Kent. Crosier, Planstiebl,
Freed-Bitemann, Fada, Radiola-M,
Victrola-Radiola.Brunswick-Radiola.

storage-battery operated radio tet, or what kind of battery set you may buy,

Dm* away with All Battery Bathers! No more batteries
ft makes no difference whether you now have a dry-cell or a

the Philco AB Socket Power will run it from your electric lighting current
smoothly and perfectly. Here is your chance to do away with the ordinary
"A” storage battery and all dry-cell “A” and “B” batteries. Your radio switch
controls everything—your “A” and “B” power as well as the radio itself.

Special Philco Unit* have
been designed for Fada, Pfanstiehl,
Freed-Blaemann, 8tromberg-Carlton,
Brunswick-Radiola, Splitdorf. King,
Vlctrola-Radlola, and are tested and
approved by these companies.

Trcute In your aM “A” storage battery: you won’t need

it when you get your Philco. Any of the authorized Philco dealers below will
make you a liberal allowance for your old "A" storage battery—no matter how
old or worn out it may be.
*
Terms! Yes, you can buy the new Model

Basy Fayntesrt
Visit any
authorized Philco dealers below. You merely make a small payment down and
Authorized the balance a little each month
Mall this
Philco Dealer below, or
Philco AB Socket Power on Easy Payment Terms ftom eoy one of the

FREE COUPON

The following are Authoriied Philco Dealers—dealers

md

you can depend upon
who akMtwtaly guarmta* ya«r caaqrtata
Any one of these dealers will give you Free Installation,
Easy Payment Terms and a Liberal Trade-In Allowance:
ROCKLAND

So. Haten—Emery Wooster
Rockport—Crockett’s Gance
Thomaston—W. P. Strong
Tenant's Harbor—Tenant’s Har
bor Garage
Union—Ronald Messer
Union—Gordon A Lovejoy Co.
tVarrtn—A’arren Garage

House Sherman 5*5 Main
Central Maine rower Company •
MAINE

Camden—Camden Garage
Mauh.
Camden—-W. D. Heald
tamdeu—Lenfest <k Mutt

fTo Philadelphia Storage Battery Co.
1 BrleMnn Ave, Boston, Mass.
*• ,.
Dept. 4956

[ shall be pleased*to receive your tree
illustrated literature describing the fam
'out Philco Radio AB Socket Power; «•*)
i full details of your easy payment, free
and trade-in allowance offer.

J--------------■ Qtv

- n

________

r

Bfja L. „T-ri,

rThough we provided thia year for double last year’s demand, our sales are running so much above our
iWrUnTANT estimates that those desiring Philcos this season should act promptly. Immediate orders will be delivered
promptly. It would be well to telephone or call upon your dealer today—but mail the coupon at once anyway, even if you plan to coll;
“...................
remarkable offer before you.
-----then you will
have all the '*i
facts of
c thiss rem

Much good work has been done on
the roads lately. Saturday night saiw
the completion of the road from the
postofftce to the cemetery entrance.
The $500 supplied by the State was
supplemented by very generous con
tributions from public spirited towns
people, enabling the work to be con
tinued to a much greater length than
was expected. The road crew with
two exceptions gave a day’s labor,
which included the trucks. Joe Baum
and Chester Grierson also gave a day
with their trucks. Silas Harlow gave
$5; Ivan HackbUt: $5; Alvin Deane,
$10; C. L. Sleeper, $25; Mrs. L. G.
Coombs, $50; G. B. Butler. $25;
George Green, $5; O. E. S. Forgetme-not Chapter, $25; the Grange gave
the proceeds of the dance held Sept.
9, $31.15; and the proceeds of the
supper held In the Grange hall Fri
day night, $30, was also given for
the road. F. H. Maloney and Mrs.
L. G. Coombs have pledged to give
$50 each for further improvement on
the same street but above the An
derson Creek Bridge.
One day last week a crew of vol
unteers went to work on Westbrook
and a great Improvement was made
there.
From the corner at Carl
Snow’s to Charles Graves' house
ditches were made on both sides of
the road and
the whole piece re
surfaced. The writer has not been
able to get the names of ail those
who gave labor on this job but the
following have been noted:
Labor,
Frank Fullerton, Cy Vlnal, Billy
Hood, Frank Harrington; Gene Har
rington $5; Frank Stanton, $5; I. J.
Putnam. $5; Harry Wiggin, $5; Amos
Norton, four days' with two-horse
team; Arthur Norton, three daye’ la
bor; Charles Graves gave labor and
was (he first to start the movement
to repair this street and worked con
stantly to bring the work about. The
$50 given for this purpose by the
V, I. S. last year was also used at
this time.
There are always a few croakers to
be found who will say that “the town
Is going to the dogs," but surely any
one who feels that way about South
Thomaston this year must be the
worst kind of a pessimist, for with
the great amount of work done
through public spirit and several
groups still working for further Im
provements, no town can show a bet
ter record.
Monday morning the road crew be
gan building another piece of third
class road on the Pleasant Beach
road, beginning at the end of tha
portion built last year. Still later a
piece of State aid road will be buift.

RADIO “A” AND “B”
SOCKET POWERS

Distributed by
F. W. FARREL OOH PAN Y

Rockland, Maine

643 Main Street
Telephone Director;
Call 17®

People’s Laundry
17 Limarack Street
We do all klnda 0$ Laundry
Work. Family Washing a
Specialty. Wat Wash. Rough
Dry.
Finiah Flat Work
3hirta, Collars.

Gilchrest
Monumental Workr
Main Street

Thomaston, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

GUARDIAN MEMORIALS
rtf Everlasting Deaufy
(Osetettved Tvedr

' W. E. Dornan & Son
Eaat Union, Ma.
(

Daaltra In—•
Alao Scotch, Quincy, Waaterly

and Maine Gray Granitaa, Var
ment Marblaa.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

L. R. CAMPBELL
Attorney at Law
Knox County Court Houao

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Mr. and Mrs, Frank Waterman and
daughters are touring the White
Mountains, guests of Mr. ’and Mrs.
A. L. Carver. North Coniway, N. H.

H. O. Grant has sold his cows ar.d
sheep to W. Small.
. ....

Most of the summer cottages are

Telephone Connection

o9Kt*rkerery yrme,

NORTH HAVEN
Miss Fdstlna Duncan has sold her
cottage at the 'Northeast and bought
the Mills place at the •Little Thor
oughfare.

J

now closed for the season.
Several cottages are to he built
during the winter for summer resi
dents.
Miss Addie Carver Is moving Into
her new house recen.ly bought of
Miss F. Duncan.
Mrs. A. C. Dyer and little s m re
turned home Saturday.
Mrs. E. Dyer is at Knox Hospital
for treatment.
Albert Beverage returned home
from Rockland Saturdaj- night, after
attending court.
Will Lawry and Pearl Calderwood
of Vinalhaven with their families
were in town Sunday visiting rela
tives and friends.
Frank Sampson's garage will he
closed a week or ten days while he
ie away for a vacation.
Rodney HaskeM has purchased an
Overland touring ear.
Mr. ,aiad Mrs. Stanley Beverage and
son have been lit town visiting his
pareiits, Mr. and Mrs: Fremont Bev
erage.
Mrs. Runt .Beverage and mother,
Mrs. Mary LeRdbitter were in Vinathaven last week to attend the funeral
of Mrs. James Carver.
Mrs. H. C. Parsons is at Knox Hos
pital for treatment.
Mr. and Mrs. .Raymond Stone have
moved into the rent over Waterman
Co.’s store.
Mrs. Alice Thomas and daughter
Florence are visiting at Mrs. Elmira
Beverage's.
Two antique dealers from Rockland
were in town Wednesday.
Work is rushing on the Morrow’s
cottage at .Brown's Beacfi.
Mrs. Ray Beverage spent a few
days with relatives In Portland last
week.
. • ' . ,.
Mrs. C. D. Norton and son Kim
motored to Boston last week enroute
for their home in New York.
" '

Tel. 661
went to housekeeping In the house
at the village bought of Mrs. Ray
Beverage.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Gregory and
daughter have moved back to their
home in Vinalhaven.
H. Gregory Is staying with George
Beverage.
Mrs. Frances Mills and daughteo
Betty who have been guests of Mrs.
Mills’ mother Mrs. Care Antes have
returned to their home at Augusta.
Miss Almira
Clancy of Reading,
Mass., and Miss Alida Frye of Re
vere, Mass., who have been visiting
Miss Clancy's uncle H. T. Crockett
and other relatives have returned
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Waterman and
daughters are dn an automobile trip
to New Hampshire.
Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Crockett and
daughter Dorohthy were In Rockland
Saturday on business.
Miss Buzzell of Oakland, High
School assistant is spending a few
days at her home.
Philip Bradbury passed the week
end with his wife at East Boothbay.

"THE FOUNDATION STONE”

Minnesota Farmer Hat His Say
About American Tariff Policy.
‘ The American tariff policy Is the
foundation

stone

of

the

American

standard of living, and the Ameri

can standard of living in turn rests
upon steady employment of labor at
good

Minn.,

wages,”

Rock

says

County

the

Luverne,

Herald.

"Re

move this foundation stone and the

American standard of living will dis
appear, because steady employment
at high wages will not he possible
If American labor is forced to com
pete with cheap foreign labor and
its much lower standard of living.
Reduce the buying power of Ameri
can labor and you reduce selling
power of the American farmer In
exact proportion.
“Talk 'about ‘protection for all or
protection for none' Is the stillest
kind of chatter. The tariff is di
rectly effective today on everything
the farmer produces except those
things which he raises in excess of
the needs of American consumption.
aff<l even on these things It Is effec
Cards have been received announc tive to the extent that It forces com
ing the marriage J-jept. IT of
petition to pay the existing duties
Burgess and Clarence J. Sinhe. They to enter litis market."

.

• « • •

Mrs. Lottie Carver
Funeral services of the late Lottie
Caiver, wife of James O. Carver,
who died Sept. 21. were held at the
family residence Saturday afternoon
.at 2 o’clock. Rev. A. G. Henderson
■ officiated.
Deceased Ig survived by
liter husband, a daughter Mrs. Fer

6-cyIinder 2-Ton Truck pr<~r ounce it the greatest truck ever
built. It heads a complete new line of Graham Brothers trucks
and commercial cars — fact, powerful, sturdy money makers.

In addition to the new 2-Tcn and 1^-Ton Trucks there are
the new 1-Ton G-Boy and the new %-Ton Commercial Car
—speedy, dependable, good-looking units for lighter hauling
and delivery.
co

l^Tbn Truck

21bs&Tradc

Powered by the new 4-cylinder engine, the
finest Dodge Brothers ever built.... 4-speed
transmission for the most flexible use of this
abundant power .... 4-wheel brakes (Lock
heed hydraulic) .... Reserve strength ia
chasssis .... And
at no advance in
serfi
price. Chassis f. o. b.

A smooth and instantly responsive flow of
power from the new 6-cyUnder engine....
4-speed transmission to convert the power
into pull or speed .... 4-wheel brakes
(Lockheed hydraulic) .... Heavy duty
chassis .... The lowest price at which a
6-cylinder 2-Ton
Truck has ever been
sold. Chassis f. o. b.
Detroit..............

’1595

DYER’S GARAGE. Inc.
Tel. I24

54 Park Street, Rockland

Graham
TRU
•OLD AND SERVICED BT
DODGE BROTHERS

DEALERS EVERYWHERE

Ladies of the G. A. R. She was a
devoted wife and mother and will
be greatly missed both In her im
mediate family and by a large circle
of friends. The abundance of flow
ers testified to the love and esteem
In which she was held. Interment
was made in Ocean View Cemetery.
Those front1 out of town to attend
the service were Mrs. J. O. Brown.
Miss
Vonie
Brown.
Mrs.
Lucy
Poole, Miss Edith Burgess. Mrs.
Foy Brown. Mrs. Mary A. Lcadbetter, Mrs. Ruth Burgess of North
Haven, Mr. and Mrs. Irving Bean of
Lynn, Mass.
Mrs. Frank Winslow entertained
friends at Flinch Saturday.
Mrs. George Creed and daughter
Bernice Vinal, leave for Boston Fri
day to spend (the winter months.
Mrs. E. G. Carver entertained
friends at her summer home, “SecAil,” Monday.
Miss' Pauline Hennigar who spent
her vacation with her parents Mr.
and Mrs. Angus Hennigar has re
turned to Knox Hospital where she
Is a student nurse).
The Pals were recently entertained
by Mrs. Regina Crowell.

1

_________ _
GREEN’S ISLAND

Lightkeepcr Andrew Bennett re
turned recently from a visit with his
family at Southwest Harbor.
William Wells, first assistant at
Saddle Back Light Station, came
ashore . last Thursday, leaving for
Bangor the same day where he was
to meet Mrs. Wells and little nlec •
Emogene who have been spending
the summer at their former home in
South Lubec. Thence they all pro
ceeded to Burlington to visit friends
Mrs. Fred Robbins returned Sat
urday from Vinalhaven where she
was the guest of Mrs. Mary Noyes
for several days.
Thursday Mrs.
Noyes and Mrs. Kohhlus were guests
of Mrs. Evelyn Smith at Lane’s
Island. Friday, they with Mrs. Louise
Cooper. Mrs. Eva Smith, Mrs. Lewis
Thomas and Mrs. E. G. Carver were
special guests of Mrs. Reuben Carver
at the Wigwam. Shore Acres, where
she was entertaining the Washington
Club.
A most delightful day was
passed. Calls were made In the aft
ernoon on Mrs. Oscar Lane and Mrs.
Leroy Coombs who are still occupy
ing their buhgaktws and enjoying the
fine autumn weather and magnificent
view to be obtained from there.

Daily
Relief
for the Bowels

The regular daily habit is vital to good
health. Thia constipation remedy is
safe, and sure for daily relief: “L. F ’’
Atwood'sMedicine, so dom.toe. Trial is-.
an active member and faithful work
‘ Mage aad Guaranteed by
er In Union Church, O. E. 8., and
U F. MEDICINE CO., FwtUad, Musa

nald Ames, a brother Clinton Calderwood and two grandchildren Nina
'and Edward Ames. Mrs. Carver wag

DETROIT

Operators who have dri /en the new Graham Brothers

VINALHAVEN
Mrs. Eva Smith of Boston Is
spending a few weeks in town at the
home of Mrs. Reuben Carver.
A 31-foot motorboat ha* recently
been completed at the Coombs boat
shop for Charles Norton.
Friday at the ‘‘Wigwam," Shore
Acres, Mrs. Reuben Carver enter
tained the Washington Club.
The
guests of honor were Mrs. Llewellyn
Thomas. Mrs. E. G. Carver, Mrs.
Mary Noyes, Mrs. Fred Robbins, Mrs.
Eva Smith. 'Mrs. Louise Cooper.
Mrs. Jennie Hopkins Patterson en
tertalned the members of her class
of '89 Vinalhaven High School at
her home Saturday evening.
The Petite Lunch closed Friday for
the season, Mr. and Mrs. Elwell ex
pect to open It again in the Spring.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dyer left
Friday for Rockland where Mrs.
Dyer will receive treatment.
They
will be guests of their daughter Mrs,
Pearl Dyer.
Stafford Short who has been the
guest of his aunt, Mrs. L. R. Smith
left Tuesday for Scituate. Mass.
Mrs. Charles Shields is spending a
few days In Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. David Geary who
have spent the summer with rela
tives left Friday for Boston.
Mrs. Rose Roberts and sister Miss
Grace Hutchins, who have been
guests of Capt. and Mrs. E. S. Rob
erts left Tuesday for Swampscott,
Mass.
Fred Chllles and sister Mrs. Arthur
Patrick spent the weekend In Port
land with thelt* parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Chllles.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Mills left
Friday for Quincy. Mass., where
they will spend the winter months
Capt. Frank Rossiter arrived from
New York Friday.
The Vinalhaven Dramatic Club
met Saturday night with Mr. and
Mrs. A. G. Henderson.
A picnic
supper and social hour were much
enjoyed.
Fiss Viola Haskell of Mattapan,
Mass., and Miss Grace Terry of Ev
erett, Mass., have returned to their
homes.
While In town they were
guests of Capt. and Mrs. W. P.
Greenlaw.
Matt Mattson has returned from
Knox Hospital, wlitere he underwent
an operation for appendicitis.
Eugene Lawry has returned from
Boston where he received treatment.
He was kccompanled by Herbert
Lawry.
Mrs. Samuel Jones has been visit
ing in Union and vicinity the past
week.
Mrs. Abbie Calderwsod is the
guest of relatives at North Haven.
Mrs. Bert Lawry Is'at Knox Hos
pital, where she recently underwent
an operation.

F.O.Li

Greatest Truer ba. a fegatldne
At Lowoe

• a • ♦
Road Improvement

MttefocttM.
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EAST WARREN
Msis Ella Tolman of Rockland via
ited her niece Mrs. J. L. Watts last
TuesdayJoe Conant has finished harvesting
his blueberries.
Jud Watts has finished haying for
Joe Richards.
Mrs. Bessie Wickham, who visited
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mason Tol
man, has returned home.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Eaton accom
panied by Mr. and Mrs. Ernest

KENDALL REAPPOINTED
Grant, all of Rockland visited Mr.
and Mrs. J. iE. Watts last Tuesday
evening.
Gov. Brewster has renominated Dp.
John Dunn has been assisting J. E. Clarence F. Kendall of Biddeford to
(Watts dig his potatoes.
he State (’oinmlssioner of 'Health for
L. R. Watts of Rockport visited rel
a term of six years.
Dr. Kendall
atives here Tuesday.
•C- M. Spear has returned from a who is a graduate of Bowdoin College
trip to Massachusetts where he vis in the class of 1898 and the Maine
ited relatives.
Medical School in the class of 1901

Joseph Richards was a visitor at J.
E. 'Watts’ Friday.
Lawrence Pendleton is working for
Win Swift.

was first appointed health commis

sioner hy Gov. Baxter in 1921 suc
ceeding Dr. Leverett E Bristol.

Keep

Young

Many styles
and sixes to
choose from
at moderate
prices, in
Pearl Cray
Porcelain
Enamel or
Black

And Happy

With a
Household

Range
To Help

Yon

A Household Charm will do anything that any other range does
and do it better. Its helpful improvements bring enjoyment
and saving to the home. Make it a point to see this range soon.

Stonington Furn. Co.
ROCKLAND & STONINGTON

Every-Other-Day
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THOMASTON

WARREN

In Everybody’s Column

v

The remains of Walter Hanley, who
Ward M. Stetson has been con
Advertisements in this column not to ex
PROF. ELL15ON
died at Brookline, Mass., Sunday fined to his home the past few days
ceed three lines inserted once for 23 cents,
night, will he brought to the home of by a severe attack of sciatic rheu
3 times for 30 cents.
Additional lines 5
cents each for one time, 10 cents for three
George A. Hanley, Gleason street, matism.
times. Six words make a line.
Miss M. Grace Walker has re
and buried from the Catholie Church,
turned from Boston where she has
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock.
Lost and Found
Sties Anna 'Sumatuk has returned been receiving treatment at a hospi
to Newark. N .1.. after visiting Mr. tal.
FOUND—A female German police young
LOCAL
BOYS
known
as
“
Junior
Lamp
SalesMrs. Gertrude Starrett and son
dog. Owner may have It by proving propl
and Mrs. W. Sheffield for a few
e~ty and paying for this advertisement.
Parker were called to Richmond last
PROF. ELLISON givei advice
months.
are calling on our customers to sell the New
men
GLADYS KEATING. Thomaston. R. F. D. 1.
Mrs. A. O. Keene is visiting her Wednesday by the death of Mrs.
on all affaire of life—Love,
Box 90.
118-lt
Standard Line of Edison Mazda Lamps.
sister, Mrs. Andrews at Tenant's Starrett’s aunt. Mrs. Charles Hewett.
Courtship, Marriage, Health,
Miss Clara Hosmer was the guest
Harbor for a few weeks.
Business; if worried or un
of
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Henry
W.
Webb
ln
Wanted
Miss I.orinda Orne who Is a memhappy, consult him. Thousands
her of the faculty of the Madison Wiscasset last week.
This service is extended to you for the added con
WANTED—Old cook stove with six covers,
A large moose crossed the village
High School spent the weekend with
have been helped to success and
ln good condition. OT. V. W., Route No. 1,
bridge most unconcernedly Saturday
venience of ordering your lamps in your home and
Box 86, Thomaston, Me.
_________ 11S*H
her mother.
happiness by Ellison. Read
evening
about
11
o'clock,
bound
east

WANTED -Bookkeeper by one of the big
Miss Ma-ion Starrett has returned
having them delivered to you.
gest firms In Eastern Maine. Excellent pay,
ings.
•
from Monhegan after an outing of ward. and quite intent on his own
permanent connection, real responsibility.
business, caring not at all for the
two weeks.
Man or woman. Experience and. references reLOW FEE >1.00 fO LADIES
ulred. Apply In own buudwrlttlng to J. M
The Garden Club will meet this brilliant lights and people around
:. box 441, Rockland. 'Me.
116-118
Hours 11 A. M. to 5 P. M.
evening with Mrs. Charles A. Cyelgli - the Millsyde Lunch Room.
The boys will carry only a few of the New Lamps
Wilder Moore has bought a Ford
WANTED Alen To represent large N. Y.
toil at 7.30 o'clock.
27 PARK ST.
ROCKLANP
with them but they will take your order for any
concern In each edunty. Permanent connec
llC’jt
Miss llelle Brown has returned coupe.
tion. steady Income of $30 or better per
Katherine
Starrett
was
the
guest
1,ome having spent the week in Bostype of lamp you desire. All orders of a carton or
week. Handling made to measure clothing,
of
her
aunt.
Mrs.
Harold
Wall
in
5 suits or suit and overcoat for $32.30. A
I ton.
112*121
over will be delivered free of charge. There are six
wonderful trade and euay to sell. Sales ex
For Sale
James Ulmer and family of Cush West Dresden last week.
perience helpful, but not essential. Address
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Turner
arrived
in
ing are in town for a few days.
lamps in a carton which makes a very convenient
FOR SALE—Lumber and wood; 4 foot
PARK LANE TAILOR'S, INC.. 499 Washing
ton St., Room 610, Boston.
116*lt board slabs $6 50; store lencih »S; stare
The Relief Corps will meet with the Warren Saturday friotn a ten days’
and safe way to keep spare lamps.
president, Mrs. Dora Comery. Oct. 3. stay in Nova Scotia where they were
WANTED—JHlgh (School girl would like slab* JS .-.b. L. A PACKARD, Thomaston,
l»-«-'f
position to care for children by the hour dur R F. D.
Business of importance will be ac*ed called by the death of the latter's
ing evenings. Reference, Mrs. E. R. Brock
brother.
FOR SALE—Hound pups. 4 months old,
upon.
State St. TEL. 301-W.
|16»lt bred from my two best dogs C. E. WILSON,
Deacon L. F. Kalloch will lead
The boys selling these lamps are all local boys.
Mr. and Mrs. William Bradley and
116-118
WANTED- Housekeeper, only thoae with Thomaston, ye. Tel. lsiS-13.
Mrs. Grace Renter of Portland were the prayer meeting Sept. 28 at the
unquestionable character need apply. SID
Besides getting paid for each lamp they sell they are
FOR BALE -One 330 Buckeye incubator;
Baptist church. Rev. and Mrs. H. M.
guests
Monday
of
Mrs.
Henry
L.
Bry

NEY
H
DAVIS,
Port
Clyde,
Me.
Box
101
also one 66b egm Buckeye; 306 8. C. R I.
NOW PLAYING
Purrington are expected home ln
also competing for prizes. They will call on you
116*119 pullets, ready to^lay. H. <C. Bl'BER, War
ant.
ren. Me Tel. 6-31.
116*121
' LOST AT THE FRONT”
WANTED
—
Position
as
male
nurse
to
care
Miss Helen Studlev entertained the Lime for the services next Sunday.
sometime before October 1.
Mrs. Sidney Wyllle leaves Wed
for sick or nervous person, night or day.
FOR BALE—I rawford parlor stove ami
CHARLIE MURRAY
' Sewing Club Monday evening.
Apply
J.
C.,
cart
Courier-Gazette
Office
or
Crescent kluheti range with hot water coll,
SIDNEY COHAN
The Raptist ladies realized $20 from nesday for Boston where she will at
Tel. 908-R.
114-116 all in good condition. Apply MRS. BERNICE
tend the wedding of her son Lang
tlie cooked food sale Saturday.
STAPLES. 95 Limerock St._________ 116-118
WANTED
—
Full
description
and
photo
WED.-THURS.
Capt. and Mrs. John Brown, who don Wyllle and Miss Ruth Starrett,
graphs of any boats you wish to sell—no
FOR BALE -Pair horses, weighing about
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
mater
how
large
or
how
small,
commercial,
100, low price for quick sale. Make your
visited Mrs. Brown’s sister in Dover,
pleasure or auxiliary.
We are receiving
Starrett
of
thas
city.
The
nuptials
ffer
as this team la going to be sold. C.
N. H.. have returned home
numerous inquiries every day for such boats. F. PRBSUOTT, 29 Prescott St. Tel. 740 M.
Officers and teachers of the Baptist s-ill take place at 7.30 Saturday
Why not let us sell your boat ? KNOX MA
116*118
RINE
EXCHANGE YACHT AND SHIP
Sunday School will meet with Rus evening at Old South Church. '
FOR SALE—Genuine German police pups,
BROKERS.
Cantden,
Me
93-TAS-tf
sell Gray, superintendent, this Tues
pedigreed, four months old. Apply to ED
WANTED—Woman for general housework. WARD Ml’RPHY. 101 Tillson avenue, Rock
day evening at 7 o'clock.
NORTH WARREN
C. COOK, "Friendship.
Tel. Waldobo-,. land.
116*121
Miss Marian Starrett and Miss
114*116
16 !.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson J. Hall of
FOR SALE—Fitted hard wood, $14; cord
Sadie Marcus motored to Bangor Rangor who have been spending a
WANTED—Would like middle aged couple wood. $10 ; furnace junks, $12. M. LOJttlAN.
Sunday. They were also guests at week with Mrs. Hall's sister, Mra.
to share home and expenses. No children. Rockville. Me. Tel. 263-11 evenings from 5
References required.
Inquire at 82 NEW to 7.
Phi Kappa Sigma fraternity house. Charles W. Mank. returned to their
HC-118
COIfNTY BP., forenoon or evening.
114*116
University of Maine.
FOR BALE—<Small parlor stove with pipe,
home Saturday.
WANTED—High School grauate would like been used about tWo months, $l$.$t. 12
Tlie Girl Scouts had a picnic at the
We are sorry to have Miss Helen
position.
RAYMOND DAVISON, Rockport. HIGH ST. Tel. 523-R.
U3*tf
^heighten farm on the bank of the
Tel. 376-6.
114*116
Starrett resign as teacher ln our
The Most Powerful Drama of the
FOR SALE—Part of my household furniture
Georges River Monday.
WANTED
—
Kitchen
girl
at
once.
Apply
till
school
as
she
and
the
scholars
were
for
different
rooms.
C.
A.
EMERY.
28
PaRomantic River Ever Produced.
Robert Winchenbach spent Friday
BEAL LUNCH, Myrtle St.____________ 114-11$ .cfflc St.. City. Tel. 518-M or 436 M.
115-tf
our atoret
Just becoming acquainted and things
At any of
with
his
sister
in
Waldoboro
whom
—And
WANTED—Woman for general housework,
FOR BALE—Eight room bungalow, all
running smoothly. However, we trust
tie had not seen for several years.
must be good plain cook.
MRS. W. S. modern, fine location, about 11,060 ft. land.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur S. Thompson, the change will be all right, and wish
WHITE, 326 Main St.
113-tf Apply E. P. KEATING, 10 Elm St., Thomas
115*120
children Russell and Vernon of Ded success to Miss Starrett in her new
at
THORNDIKE ton. Me.
WANTED—Table girl
113-tf
HOTEL.
FOR BALE—Forty settees to accommodate
ham, Mass, and Capt. J. A. Simmons school, and to Miss Ripley in her
home
ostensibly
to
hire
her
as
a
day
to
Mrs.
Emma
Steele.
SO.
of
LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT
Two benches and a stove.
CMU. UUMMul fi
of Round Pond recently visited Mrs. Work here.
WANTED—Experienced girl for general 126 persons.
115-tf
Omaha, whom he had met a few housekeeper.
Mr. and Mrs. N. J. Hall of Ban
housework.
MRS. HARRY BERMAN, 25 Price reasonable. HARRY CARR.
Blanchard T. Orne.
"I
knew
as
soon
as
I
laid
my
eyes
Maple 8t.
112-tf
FOR SALE—Genuine German police pups,
Bf^ADOnEE.
Mrs. Frank J. Ham and daughter gor. and Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Mank Comes To Omaha Man On Thresh hours before.
on her that she was the girl for me"
Jr, ~ JAMES OLIVER CURWOOOS
WANTED—Cook ln family of two. TEL. pedigreed, six weeks old. Apply to EDWARD
Mrs. Doris Jackson were weekend and son Donald and Mrs. Josie Cum
old of Century Mark—Short Court
*
Martin, who was jilted last week Martin told newspaper men.
“I
greatest story
•7-W.
116-tf MUR1*HY, 161 Tillson avenue, Rockland.
113*120 5
guests of Mrs. A. J. Elliot, They mings visited Mr. and Mrs. W. L.
ship.
by Mrs. Ella Nichols, 58, of Tulsa. suggested that we get married and
WANTED—Girl for general housework.
Williamson
at
Spruce
Head
recently.
were given an outing at the Elliot
FOR SALE—Oue new T-room bungalow
Okla., was as happy as a boy when she agreed. That's all there is to It.” MRS. DAVID RUBENSTEIN. 63 Park St.
White Oak Grange members are
cottage in Cushing
169-tf nith outside buildings ; 20 acres In lot. beau
ho walked into county court. He
tiful location between Belfast and The Thistle,
William
H.
Martin.
98
years
old,
busy
getting
ready
for
the
exhibit
at
Mrs. A. B. Curling and Mrs. John
As we understand the policy of the
WANTED—Dining room and kitchen girl facing beautiful Penobscot Bay. Will sell
of Council Bluffs, has succeeded In confided, after the knot had been
Hewett went to Sabbatus this morn 'North Knox Fair.
106-tf or trade for other property. GEORGE M.
tiei. that it was a case of "love at new King of Roumania. he is for at KNOX HOTEL. Thomaston.
SIMMONS. 23 Tillson Ave. Tel. 4-W
ing.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Webster of hia second recent attempt at mat fust sight.” He said he had never more lollipops and fewer spankings.
FRI.-SAT.—"THREE MILES UP”
e
114-116
Misses Mabel and Gladys Fernald Fairfield spent the weekend with Mr. rimony. He was married Wednes seen his bride untfl he went to her Dallas News.
with AL. WILSON
FOR SALE—Thirty-seven acres of land In
visited their sister in Lincolnville and Mrs. E .R. Moody.
To
Let
Lincolnville, partly wooded, part field. WH!
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mank were in
sell right—well worth the money. GEORGE
Mrs. Richard O. Elliot entertained Bangor Saturday.
TO LET—Three furnished rooms for lignt M. snfMONS, 23 Tillson Ave. Tel. 4-W
114-116
housekeeping, modern conveniences, aduPs Rockland.
two tables at whist Saturday even
Charles Mank and son Donald spent
only. Mffl/TON M GRIFFIN, 25 Ocetan St.
ing.
FOR SALE—Cottage with garage, bath
Sunday at Lester Mank's.
116-tf
house,
float
and
boat.
Nice
spring
which
Mr. and Mrs. Garland who have
TO LET—Furnished house. Apply ERNEST pumps Into cottage. Excellent fishing. Ideal
been visiting their daughter Mrs. O.
MONTGOMERY, 120 Main St., Thomaston. lake locatlotp Sunny side situation, electric
SOUTH WARREN
F. Cashing, have returned to their
Tel. 185-13.
115-117 lights, cottage ready furnished. One cottage
The members of Good Will Gtange
home in Massachusetts.
TO LET—Eight room house, electric lights, ln perfect condition. 2 stories, large living
room, nice kitchen, pure spring water pump!
Mrs. Cyrus Newbert of Gardiner will hold their 20th annual fair Oct.
bath, furnace heat.
Apply MRS. J. A. into sink.
Electric lights and plates, four
FROST, 8 Summer St. Tel. 318-R.
115-tf
is Visiting her sister Mrs. E. K. Win- 19. Admission free. The usual ar
chambers, two verandahs, first and second
TO LET—Five room tenement after Oct. 4, floors overlooking the lake, Turnpike and
ticles will lie on sale. Supper will
chenbach.
electric lights, flush toilet. 42 FULTON ST , mountains. G. M. SIMMONS. 23 Tillson Ave,
Miss Edna Lermond of Whitins be served at 5.30 consisting of baked
City.
114*116 Tel. 4-W Rockland.
114-116
THREE DAYS. STARTING
ville. Mass., is guest of her brother. beans, cold meats, pies and cakes at
TO LET—Seven room house and garage.
FOR SALE—Conn tenor saxaphone, first
50
cents
per
plate.
There
will
be
a
Guy
Lermond.
MONDAY, OCT. 3
Inquire at 13 MYRTLE ST.
114*116 class condition. HERBERT MAXCY, GlenMiss Emma Frost who has been on dance in the evening.
114*116
TO LET—Three unfurnished rooms at 17 cove, Me. Tel. 857-R.
Mr. and Mrs. Merritt Robinson re
a vacation passed in Belfast, Boston
Absolutely Smokeless. Cheaper and Equal in Quality to
Maverick St. MBS. HENRY De LONG.
FOR SALE—Remington 12 gauge repeating
114*116 shot gun. RUSSELL BARTLETT. Highlands,
and New York, has resumed her turned Friday to their home in Lynn,
114*116
duties at the J. B Pearson & Co. fac Mass.
TO LET—Furnished apartment, heated, at Rockland, Me.
’ '•
White Oak
E S. Spear is painting his build
14 XABOQflC ST
114-tf
FOR SALE—One large work horse, one
tory."
Mrs. Errol Buker is visiting her ings. John Peterson of Thomaston
TO LET—House of five rooms with toilet large new milch cow, Holstein. White Chester
shoates. Angora kittens, shaggy. Solid white
FOR SALE IN BAGS AT RETAIL GROCERS
and gas. 22 T ST., Rockland. TEL. 502-W.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Truman is assisting with the work.
GRAND VIEW FARM,
114*116 and solid yellow.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ernest
Jordan
of
James L. McManus. State Auto road, Warren,
Sawyer.
TO LET—Gnrage on Florence St. Apply at Me. Tel. 5-6 Warren.
114-lid
Miss Cora Fogerty who has been Portland have been recent guests at
FLINT S MARKET.
Ill if
FOR SALE—Glenwood Oak parlor heater
having a rest period, has returned to L. R. Bucklin's.
TO LET—Furnished apartment of 5 rooms, and Palace Winderoft range.
Call at 137
Mr. and Mrs. Alden F. Counce of
Miss Levqnsaler's, Knox street.
furnace, bath, garage. MRS. ETTA H. SAN UNION ST.
114-116
Alton Foster, a resident of Booker Newcastle *vere Sunday guests of
BORN. 80 Pleasant St. Tel. 903 .W
112-tf
FOR SALE -Large size parlor Hub Heater/
Mrs.
Addie
Counce.
street, has had his house raised and
TO LET—Several good stores, located In In fine condition. A real bargain. TEL.
IRA W. FEENEY, Sole Owner
Elmer Jameson of Warren is in
a new foundation put under it.
surrounding towns. Inquire H. H. STOVER A 256-13.
114-116
CO.,
32 Union St., Rockland. Tel. 818.
stalling
an
electric
pump
and
press

George Frisbie and family spent
FOR SALE—A pretty home and it Is mod
111-116
ure
tank
for
S.
H.
Creighton.
the weekend with relatives in Round
ern, and located In the heart of the cityTO LET—New 4 and 5 room apartments, only $2300—half cash, balance 3 years.
Several of the poultry keepers
Pond.
will be ready for occupancy about Oct. 1 In Compare It with some being shown at $5609
116-117
from
this
vicinity
attended
the
field
Mrs. Truman Sawyer went to Rich
Vinal block, Thomaston, situated in heart of and $6600. FREEMAN YOUNG. Realtor. Tel.
mond Monday to visit her sister. ■meeting at the home of Foster
business district. Inquire H. H. STOVER A 714-31.
114-tf
CO.,
32 Union St., Rockland. Tel. 818.
Mrs- Sawyer is the delegate from Jameson, Waldoboro Saturday. An
FOR SALE—Large or small lots extra nice
111-116
loam for filling in or top dressing lawns; $1
Thomaston W- C .T. U. to the State ideal day and location made the oc
TO LET—Furnished house, seven rooms, load at bank; $2 load delivered city limits,
Convention which meets in Fairfield casion a very pleasant one and many
electric lights and gas. Garage, shed for hold bank located corner Broadway and Park St.
new Ideas were gained from Ithe
Wednesday.
ing wood. At the Northern!. TEL. 138-J or Must be moved within next 60 days. Apply at
223-J.
109-tf once to H. H. STOVER & CO.. 32 Union St.
Oscar Hodgkins was in town Sun host and speakers, O. M. Wilbur of
112-117
here they cornel
Orono and Roy Jones of Connecticut,
day.
TO LET—House at 124 So. Main St after Tel. 818.
Oct. 1.
Adults only.
Apply MRS. FRED
FOR SALE—Seven passenger Bulck sedan.
Oscar Blunt is
day .avi sti AT which It is hoped will be of benefit
A.
CLARK,
74
Camden
St.
Tel.
877-J.
108-tf
TEL.
55-11.
.
112-tf
Oscar Blunt is reported to be im to those interested in poultry keep
ing.
TO LET—Furnished apartment, 3 Tooms,
FOR SALE—-Penobscot Bay Cottage and
proving.
386 BROADWAY.
105-tf cabin cruiser offered at the price »f one.
Cse of the walls in the Street
TO LET—Store at 19 Tillson Ave. Apply Fine large cruiser with cabin anl toilet, to
Railway station for advertising or
CAMDEN
to GEORGE M. SUMMONS. Tei. 4-W. 105-tf gether with cottage ideally located on the
Bay, partially fumiahed and ready for ccother purposes is strictly forbidden
Miss Maude M. Thorndike, man
cupancy. $360 takes them both with easy
and any person so doing Ls liable to ager of the Western Union Tele
payments on small balance. It’s a chance
‘Difference of opinion makes
prosecution.
of a lifetime. BOX 194. Belfast, Main?.
graph office, and her guest Miss Etta
norse-racing. "is the immemorial
Miscellaneous
111-116
L. H. Dunn and family motored to Merrlthew of PittsfleW. .spent the
proverb and auspice of the sport
FOR SALE- Large hot water heating sys
Oldtown and return Monday.
of kings Yet for Man O’ War
weekend in Portland. During their
NOTICE—This is to notify all that from tem complete with boiler, fittings, radiators
who was mdiffecent to all but the
Thomaston High met an unexpect absence, the telegraph office was in
this date 1 will not be responsible for any large lot steam pipe, etc. in good condition,
victorious goal. King and stable
NOAH BEERY
ed defeat in the game with St. George charge of Glen Matthews of New
boy rise to agree there was no
bills contracted hv Andrew Griffin alias John suitable for extra large building.
H. H.
CHARLES FARRELL
High at Tenant's Harbor Saturday. buryport, Mass.
difference of opinion when that
White MARY GRIFFIN, 17 Water St. Sept. STOVER A CO., 32 Union St. Tel. dl8.
super-horse
faced
the
barrier
27,
1927.
________
116*11
GEORGE BANCROFT
__________________________
111-116
Score 20 to 0 is rather “putting one
E. W. Drinkwater has purchased
CHARLES EMMETT MACK
MEN AND WOMEN—<Make big money. Se
FOR SALE—1925 Fori cfhipe, new battery,
over" to use a street expression.
of J. H. Thomas his auto service and
generator and rear end., Good ruhber/and
iron-wearing
knickers.
Every
mother
buys
MARY ASTOR
Raymond Young, graduate of the repair shop in Main street.
Outfit free. CAXTON CORP., 453 Washing
paint, $130 cash. EARLE CONANT, South
FRANK HOPPER
class of '27. who has had a position
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Stover enter
ton St. Room 610, Boston.
116*lt Hope.
no.tf
in Knox Hotel the past three years tained at dinner and auction Thurs
VICTOR FLEMING
NOTICE—The owner of Stock Certiflcat
FOR BALE—Place on west side of j
tfroduction.
while attending High School, re day evening at their home on Sea
No. 4258, issued by the Rockland Loan Build
Juice Cove, about 10 miles from Thoma
lng Association has notified the Association good State road, buildings in good repal
signed his position and left Monday street, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Thom
G Qaramount Q’icture
that said Certificate has been lost, and that acres land, shore privilege.
Inquire J
night for his Jiome in South Cushing. as, Mr. and Mrs. John L. Tewksbury,
he requests a duplicate of same.
ROCK
FILLIMORE, 85 Park St., Rockland.
He Is planning to spend a week at Mrs. Robert Jamieson. Mrs. Emily
LAND LOAN AND BilTLDINXi ASSOCIA
TION. By H. O. Gurdy, Secretary. Rockland
home before leaving for New' Yotk Jagels. Frank E. Morrow and P. H.
FOR BALE—Glenwood gas range, sU
SPECIAL PRICES
Maine. September 36. 1927.
116-T-122
City, where he will seek a position Thomas.
used ; also Vulcan gas hot water heater,
SPEAR'S CIDER MILL, Weet Warren, will only two months. H. II. STOVER A Ot
TWO SHOWS—2.00, 7.45
with a business house.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Rodgers are
be in operation Saturday, Oct. 8. and each Union St. Tel. 818.
i
visiting relatives in Jonesport.
Tuesday and Saturday until further notice.
FOR BALE—Dry soft fitted slabs $8;
116*121
Capt. Ernest Libbey is spending
cord and fitted wood. Tel. 263-13 Rock
a few days in Machiasport.
MAIL ORDERS—Ladies’ silk and wool hose, L. F. TOLMAN. P. O. Thomaston.
161
very pretty shade*, silver And black, beaver
Capt. Creighton and Capt. Aubrey
FOR BALE—All kinds hard wood
and tan, grain, gray, beige and dark tan
Horne of Newport, R. I., are guests
kindlings.
Special
price
on
three
or
Send $1.06 for 1 pair, $1.85 for 2 pal".
cord lots fitted wood to be delivered t
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Wilbur.
RAWLEY’S HO9EERY SHOP, 12 High St
RALPH P. CONANT A SON !
Rockland, Me.
115*tf Oct. 1.
The Chauncey Keeps are closing
Hone. Me.
Tel. Rockland 67-M.
’ ]
Tiniberelyffe on the Belfast road this
SHORTHAND, NEW-.BEST. Home lessons
FOR
SALE
—Hot air furnace, almost
NOW PLAYING
by mail. Teach. Form (’tubs. Start Busi
week and returning to Chicago.
see DR. FOtHJ.
ness College. Complete course, $1. VERNON
Mrs. C. W. Henry has closed Or
SCHOOL, 90 Worcester St., Boston, Mass.
SALE—Soft wood slabs, stove 1
THOS. MEIGHAN in “WE’RE ALL GAMBLERS”
chard Farm in Beauchamp Point and
115*117 $8 per cord In Rockland; $7 ln Thor
NEWS
and
$6
in Warren. Also first quality
COMEDY
returned to Philadelphia.
OPPORTUNITY for some one to get com
hard wood or junks. L. C. PACKARD,
The T. Charlton Henrys have re
pletely stocked farm, cow, horse, hens, Incu
ren.
Me.
In its repertoire of brilliant abilities, the New Hudson Super-Six asserts
bators, hen houses, brooder house, tools, hay
turned to Philadelphia after spend
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
in barn, garden truck, apples, firewood, new
FOR SALE—Cottage at Lake Meguntl
its supremacy in vivid performance facts that stand free and clear of
ing the summer at Beauchamp Point.
artesian well. This is a chance not often also 2 cottage lots.
L. A. THUES
Regular meeting of Maiden Cliff
opinion or debate.
had.
Must be seen to be appreciated. Rockland. Tel. 1182-1M.
CHARLES L FRENOH, Warren, Me., R. F. D.
Rebekah lodge Wednesday evening.
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goi
No. 2. Box 119.
115-120
The basis of this great Hudson capacity is a new companion invention
the Rockland Hair Store. 236 Main St.
Picnic supper at 6.30.
EXPERIENCED NURSE will take aged orders solicited. HELEN €. RHODES.
to the Super-Six principle which turns waste heat to power. Together
R. B. McFarland and family have
ladles or babies to board at home. TEL.
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES. COT!
taken apartments in the Camden
they combine the highest efficiency in power generation and transmis
1-12 Warren.
_
115-117
and estates; up-to-date property, In th
block for the winter.
sion
ever
achieved
within
our
knowledge.
VIRGIN WOOL YARN, MT sale by manu den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay.
Schools were closed Monday while
facturer at hargaln. Bailees free. H. A. us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEI
tlJS-inch wheelbase)
Standard Models (127-inch wheelbase)
the teachers attended the Teachers'
BARTLETT. Harmony, Mattie.
114*125 fast, Maine.
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING. PICOT EDGE.
Convention in Rockland.
FOR SALE—Eight room house
Coach
$1175
*
Sedan
$1285
Coach
$1285
r
Sedan
$1385
UMth
covered
buttons,
buttonholes,
plaiting. Rankin St. with 10 acres of land i
Custom-Built Models (127-htchwhcelbase)
PHYLLBS TOLMAN M0R6E, 356 Main St. barns. EDWARD J. HELL1ER. Tel.
Tel. 868-M.
114*123
Brougham $1575 e 7-Pass. Phaeton $1600 , 7-Pass. Sedan $1850
FOR BALE—Dry soft fitted slabs, :
HART A RAWLEY are prepared to do all
All prices f. o. b. Detroit, plus war excise tax
kinds of cemetery work—cleaning foundations, hard wood, also lumber. T. J. CA
liascJ on the Story by PROSPER MER1MEE
The Place To Go For
resetting, grading, etc. Aoply E. T. HART, Tel. 263-21 Rockland. P. 0. Thomaat

Has This Boy Called On You Yet?

PSYCHOLOGIST
PSYCHIC-MEDIUM

S

EMPIRE

Buy your Lamps from these Junior Sales
men. They are Local Boys!

Central Maine Power Company

.jw,

TRY OUR

“ECONOMY FREE BURNING COAL”

Independent Coal Co.

Tel. 290

Rockland, Maine

No Difference of,Opinion
Supremacy is so Outstanding

LOVES C

DOLORES DEL RIO
VICTOR MCLAGLEN
'Adapted

GERTRUDE

RAOUL WALSH

ORR.

A story of Spain with all the romance of the Con
quistadors.
The most daring picture of a daring heroine and
her reckless lover.
Carmen, the gypsy girl who bartered her soul on
the altar of passion.
LATEST COMEDY

RADIO

7™^'”

NEWEST IN NEWS

FA I.-SAT.—"THE JOY GIRL AND THE GREAT MAIL ROBBERY”

F. W. Farrel Company
643 MAIN ST.

HUDSON Super-Six

ROCKLAND

SNOW-HUDSON COMPANY INC
JULIA V. WOODCOCK
Teacher of'

PIANO
TEL. 157-2

THOMASTON
108-tf

712 MAIN STREET

TEL. 896.

ROCKLAND, ME.

Box 40. Tenant’s Harbor, Me.

113*118
BARKER'S POEMS—A copy in e
PROF. ELLIS0N-P8YCHIC-WEDIUM solves
your problems. Tells you how to be success condition for sale. Also a copy of
ful. Gives advice on all affairs of life—love, nings of Colonial Maine." R T P
courtship, marriage, health, business.
A 8kowhegan.
proper solution of your affairs may be the
turning i>olnt in your life. Readings $1.00
to ladies. Hours 11 a. m. to 5 p. m. 27
PARK STREET. ROCKLAIN’D.
113*117

Financial

MASON WORK OF ALL KINDS, day or
contract; cement blocks and posts In stock.
FRANK E. GRAY. 17 Bay View Sq., Rock
land. Tel. 194-J.
186-tf
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Bemembcr that
you can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette,
with the home news, at HotaHng’s News
Agency. 3MI Weat 40fh Rt.
U-it

THE 9K0WHEQAN INOETENDENT REPORTER la for tale at J. T. COVER'S.
Rockland.
132*tf

LOANS °'""

•r second aiortgaiet.
HARRY
BERMAN,

123 Mala 8L. Rt«a 3. Naakland. Tai. SSI.
113-Th-tf

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September 27, 1927.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry A. Buffum
left today on a vacation visit to
Brockton. Mass., where they will be
guests of Mr. and Mrs. William Nute
who have also as their guest Miss
Charlotte Buffum. Mr. Buffum trav
els with his clubs, that he may be
prepared to take advantage of any
In addition to personal notes recording de-1 Miss Faustina W. Robinson, R. N. golf course that happens in his way
partures and arrivals, this department espj- who has begn spending three weeks
vacation with her mother
Miss Eliazbeth Marsh went Satur
mall or telephone will be gladly received.
Mrs. Ella Robinson, Franklin street, day to Boston where she will make
l visit of several weeks.
returned to Boston yesterday.

'TELEPHONE

770

1 Miss Ruth Vinal, supervisor at thT
David H. Buffum, who is connected telephone office is spending her va
with the U. S. Consulate at Danzig cation in Washington, iD. C.—Mrs:
Free State, is arranging for a visit Gertrude Warren is enjoying a two
to this country. He expects to leave weeks vacation from her duties a*
'about mid-October enroute to his operator at the local telephone office,
Rockland home, accompanied by and has gone to the Bermuda Ial' nnds.
Mrs. Buftum.

Kalloch Class will hold a tacking
Thursday afternoon.
•In the First Baptist Church at Fair- ’ instead of Wednesday as planned.
field with sessions morning, after
Mrs. C. F. Sweetland who has been
noon and evening. A very large at
tendance is indicated with a strong ■ the guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. 4. Fer
nald. has returned to her home In
representation from this section.
Attleboro, Mass.
Miss Ethel York who has been
making her home witli her sister, Mrs. ' Capt. William F. Baker was calling
George XHes in Sabattus since tlie on friends in Rockland Monday. He
death of her mother, Mrs. Asenaih is master of the steamer Santa Ce
Wood, is the guest of her.aunt, Mrs. celia of the Argonaut Isthmian Line
which is docked in Portland for a
Charles Wood.
few days.
Carl Herrick, U. of M., 1931, is at
Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Perry are in
home briefly because of illness.
Boston for a few days.
Mrs. H. H. Powers has returned to
Mr. and Mrs. Seymour Cameron
her home in Deer Isle following a
visit of several days with Mr. and (Evelyn Perry) have returned from
Mrs. Frank Gardner. Mrs. Powers' their honeymoon and are at Mrs.
daughter; Miss Frankie Webster, ac Cameron's former home on Masonic
companied her here and continued on street for the present.

The 53rd annual convention of the 1

I W. C. T. U. will be held Sept. 2S-30 at the church

to Xew York City.

Mrs. E D. Spear and Mrs. Mary
Mrs. Lucia Burpee and Judge and Wlggin Spear entertained ttieir Club
Thursday with a picnic at-Dynamite
Mrs. A. L. Miles spent Sunday witn
j Beach.
relative^ in Ellsworth.
Mrs. Orin F. Perry and daughters
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Burpee are
' Mrs. Grace Gross and Mrs. Gordon
| occupying tlie Burpee cottage at
; I'reefcnd of Xew York, are on a mo
1 Lucia Beach.
lar trip to Quebec.
Miss Beth Hagar, president of the
Student Council of Gorham Normal
School, delivered the address of welcome at the rei cut Junior reception
and Rockland members of tlie audience were delighted with the manner
in which it was done.

.

Twenty members of the Methebesec
Club motored to Nobleboro last Wed
nesday where they enjoyed a de-'l
lightful picnic at the W. M. Little
farm. A New England boiled dinner
aoeo-mpanied by golden bantam com,
and topped off with real old-fash
ioned Indian pudding and whipped
cream, was served at the noon hour,
and the afternoon was spent In leis
urely walks, chatting about the open
fire, sewing, and reviewing club
plans. Mrs. Little and Mrs. L. C.
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Wotton and Jackson were in charge, assisted by
Mr and Mrs. E. S. Levensaler are a very able committee.
among the Rockland Rotarlans at
Mrs. Grace Harrington Britt sub- '
Poland Spring. Mrs. Alberta Rose
accompanied Mr. and Mrs. Charles stltuted at The Highlands school last
Thursday for Miss Clara Thomas,
Jt- Richardson to the meetings.
who was ill.
Mrs. Carl Pierce, who has been
The Chapin Class will meet with
spending the summer in Rockland. Is
now visiting her mother, Mrs. Jen. Mrs. Maude Blodgett. Talbot avenue,
this evening.
pie DeWolfe, In Bath.

The Ladles Aid of the Littlefield
Memorial church will hold a picplc
it Hosmer Pond Friday.
Those
planning to attend will meet at the
church at 10 a. m. taking dishes
which should include a bowl for
Chowder. Those not solicited take
pastry.
Miss Helen McLoon is spending
her vacation from the Livingston
Manufacturing Co. in Portland and
Boston.
One of the outstanding events ot
the late summer season was a
luncheon bridge Saturday given by
Mrs. Ensign Otis and Mrs. Louis
Wardwell of Camden, at the former’s
cottage at Cboper's Beach.
Tlie
rooms and porches were massed (with
garden flowers and a.delicioua lunch
eon which featured lobster newburg
was served. There were five tables
of auction, with prizes going to Mrs
B. B. Smith. Mias Emma Alden of
Carr.dep. MIrs Caroline Littlefield
and Mrs. S. Nllo Spear. Among outof-town guests were Ml sst., Emma
and Anne Alden and Mrs. E. A
Robbins of Camden and Mrs. E. F
Rochester of Arlington, Vt.

. Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Walker and
Manager Frank L. Clark Is having
daughter Mary of Portland were
|
guests Sunday of Miss Carolint his vacation from tlie Western I’nlon
office. With Mrs. Clark he will go
Littlefield.
I
to Biddeford Pool for a short tim?.
The Kalloch Class will meet Wed
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Ayer and
nesday afternoon in the church par
lors for a tacking. Members are family who have been occupying tlie
Misses Sadie Marcn* and Marion 1
asked to go early, as there are two house of Mrs. Ayer’s sister, Mrs.
Starrett were Sunday guests at Phi comforters to be tacked.
Knott Rankin, on Cedar street this
Kappa Sigma house, Orono.
summer, have returned to their home
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin E. Small and In New Rritaln, Conn. Mr. and Mrs.
Dwight E. Mosher left for Phila two sons returned Sunday evening Rankin have closed their cottage at
delphia last Saturday night, to enter from a week's vacation trip to Leo Cooper's Beach and returned to their
the Eastern
Baptist Theological i minster, Mass., where they visited Cedar street house.
Seminary for religious training. lie Mr Small's sister. Mrs. Colon Strout.
is a young man of marked talent and ar.d brother, Lloyd Small.
Wilbur Frohock has returned to
ability and his host of friends wish
ftrown University, where he enters
him the best of success. His address
The Young Woman's Missionary Upon his Sophomore year.
will be 1312 South Rittenhouse Society, connected with the Little
Henry Howard hag closed his cot
Square.
field Memorial chureh will meet
Thursday evening with Mrs. Stan tage at Crescent Beach and returned
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. McLoon and ley Gregory, Pine street.
to his home on Cedar street.
Mr and Mrs. W. A. Glover motored
to Lakewood Saturday and witnessed
Edwin R. Edwards and family
Miss Julia Young of Matinlcus
the closing performance of the pop was in this city over the weekend, on have returned to their home on Ce
ular Lakewood theatre
her way to Cambridge, Mass., where di'.' street after a summer at Cres
cent Beach.
she enters Leslie School.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred R. Spear and
Charles M. Kalloch motored to Po
Miss Jennie Packard was the guest
The first meeting of the Shakes
land Spring today to attend the peare Society will be held with Mrs. Sunday of her cousins, Mr. and Mrs.
meeting of Rotary Clubs. They will Littlefield, Talbot avenue, Oct. 3. Carl Packard, Bear Hill. West Rock
return Thursday.
.'.its. Spear will be the leader and port.
. .
"
.-,i Wv. •
the Best act of 'As You Like It" will
Mr. and Mrs. James Foley and be read.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira W. Feeney and
Barbara and Malcolm Foley of Win
Mr and Mrs. Carleton E. Morse left
terport, were guests Sunday of Dr.
Miss Evelyn Belcher of JIatinicui- Surday. at the "crack of dawn,’’ for
and Mrs. William Ellingwood.
who has been here the past few days a motor trip into Canada. They re
felt yesterday for Reading. Mass., turned yesterday.
Miss Frankie Webster of Deer Isle, where she will he the guest of rela
formerly of this city, lias gone to tives.
Dr. Anna Tinkham of Waltham,
New York to take her A. B. degree in j
Mass., is the houseguest of Dr. Mary
Uolumhta Vniversiay.
Maurice McKusic. son of Mrs. Reuter.
Evelyn McKusic, who underwent an
The Bellamy Trial, a serial ap- operation at Knox Hospital a fort
Mrs. Gladys Griffin of Lewiston
earing in the Saturdaw Evening night ago. returned to his home. 19 and John Crane of Portland were
ost is the work of Mrs. Frances Spruce street, last week and is get guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred G. How
loyes Hart who spends her suin- ting along nicely, and will be glad ard Sunday.
lers at Grindstone JXeck. Winter to welcome his young friends for a
larbor, and has frequently stopped few minutes at a time.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry O. Gurdy are
l Rockland.
Mrs. Hart is the
spending a week at “The Homestead"
cughter of Francis B. Noyes, ownJesse Carroll of the J. A. Jameson Andover, Maine. They will return
r of the Washington Star and pres Co., store, returned to his duties Saturday.
___
/
ent of the Associated Press. Tlie there yesterday, after a fortnight's
loyes have a summer home at vacation spent in serving on the
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Blodgett enter
Irindstone Neck and their yachts jury
E. B. Richardson came out tained at dinner Saturday evening
t^e often in Rockland harbor. Mrs. Saturday night for his vacation of lt their home on Talbot avenue, the
[art has had long newspaper experi- two weeks.
Occasion being the joint birthdays of
(»e. Her husband. Edward Hart
Mrs Blodgett and Mrs. Lloyd 'Ben
i Paris representative of tlie Asso
Miss Caroline Jameson of Boston, ner. Other guests were Mr. Ben
rted Press. They reside in Pleas- is ht her home, called here by the Ill ner, Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Higgs. Xtrs.
ntviile, N. Y. .
ness of her mother Mrs. Amelia. F. Arna Blodgett and Mrs. Flora
Purcklee.
Jameson, Warren street.
The Wight Philharmonic Society
ehearsals are Tuesday and ThursMrs. Ruth Ellingwood. recording
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Douglas and
by of this week at Mrs. Faith secretary of the Maine Federation of daughters will close the Jones cot
lerry's, Grove street.
Wcmen's Clubq will be entertained tage, Rockland Breakwater. Thurs
a. the home of Mrs. Helen Percival day and go to Boston (or the present
Mrs. Guy Leach, Mrs. E. W. Peas- in Lewiston during convention week.
5» and Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton of
Alton H. Blaekinton. formerly of
'homaston were luncheon guests of
Miss Virginia Rlch'.rdson, young
Irs. Edward O'B. Gonia at Cres- daughter of Mr. srrd Mrs. J. M. Rockland waa the photographer for
the S| S. Lancastrian which bore a
ent Beach Monday.
Richardson, 22 Maple street, returned nart of the American Legion to
Monday from her first trip to New Prance. Some of the pictures were
Mr. and Mrs. Charles C. Phillips York City. She motdred there about
pent the weekend at Mrs. Phillips' ten days ago with Mrs. ’ William ln the Sunday Boston Herald.
ormer home in Dover-Foxcroft. Sharpe and family and was their
Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Rokes and Mr.
’esterhay they had as guests Mr. gvest ln the Sharpe’s Riverside
nd Mrs. Moses Phillips and Willis Drive home. Virginia saw all the and Mr8. A. J. Moody have returned
tunker of Bangor.
sights naturally and *as much im frem an auto trip in Mr Rokes car
pressed hy (he vast crowds on the which took them first to Houlton and
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ingalls of streets and in the subway. She Presque Isle. In the latter place, at
)ld Town have been making a short went to :he top of the Woolworth the Christie farm, they saw potatoes
dsit with City Marshal and Mrs. tower and enjoyed that gorgeous being harvested on a 50 acre field.
{Chert A. Webster.
panorama. She liked the lights on Nearby was another field of 100 acres
Broadway at night and was espec of potatoes, which tfie owner said
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Borgerson left ially taken with Roxy's Theatre. She Would -probably yield 120 barrels to
(he acre as they were not rotting
Jonday for Portland and Boston, ac- returned on the New York train.
very badly. They were paying ten
ompanied by Kenneth Legage. as
ar as Portland. Doris and Donald
Mrs. Cora Talbot. Miss Marion cents per barrel for picking pota
lorgerson are with Mrs. Borgerson's Weidman. Miss Maude-A. Pratt and toes, and many of the pickers earn
.unt. Mrs. S. O. Hurd of South Harry M. Pratt have returned from 310 per day. Fnom Presque .Isle
rhomaston meantime.
a two weeks* trip in Weston, Maine they went to Caribou and Van Bu
artf to Lake Winnepesaukee. Cape ren. then down to Grand Falls. From
Miss Celia Brault was given a sur- Cbd and Provincetown, Mass. In there they went to Riviere de Loup,
inse party Friday evening at her Boston they were Joined by William then followed the-St. Lawrence river
lcme on Main street by members of Talbot and Miss Pauline Graham to Quebec. After making their visit
It. Bernard's choir, the occasion who accompanied them to Province- In Quebec they returned by the way
. v ■_
«r.~
of Jackman with a side trip to
jeing Miss Brault's birthday. The town.
Greenville and up the Moosehead
ju«Ms arrived in her absence and
Lake to Mt. Kineo. From Greenville
ve#>' sitting In a tjarkened room
MADOLEN'S LITTLE HEN
they came home by way of Skowhe
vheVi Miss Brault came In from callgan, Farmington and the Sandy Riv
ng' on' friends. Music, games and
[For The Courier-Gazette]
er region, traveling over 1,000 miles.
laucih'g were enjoyed and at 10 p. m.
In
Rockland.
Me.,
the
papera
state,
They completed their vacation by
l buffet lunch was served.
Miss
There la • Httle hen.
going to Vinalhaven for the balance
Jrault was presented with a beauAnd also there'* s faff young ialee.
of the week, where they were guests
Jfdl ring of white gold with blue
Who's name Is MSdfflen.
of Mr. and Mrs. Hilton Ames (Doris
inpphire,
being
her
hirthstone.
For Madolen thia little hea
Hokes) and the men helped "harvest"
rhhtnas Fleming presented the ring
Has very warm affection.
fish and lobsters. All report a won
n a very pleasing manner. Those
And everywhere that Madolen goes,
It goes. In the same direction.
derful time the only drawback being
jresfent were Mrs. Maurice Wilson.
that Mrs. Rokes contracted a severe
Miss Mary Johnson, Miss MarguerIt followa her. indoors, or out,
cold and was obliged to remain on
te Lufiders, Miss Joanna Pfttterson.
II makes no dlffewiee where.
Vinalhaven a few days longer to re
And all day long where Madslen is
Miss Emma Dorgan, Miss Annie
The lien Is ahvsys there.
cuperate. Her mother, Mrs. Chafies
Lednard. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph TarAndrews of Searsmont is there now,
liff. Miss Agnes Flanagan, Miss
Madolen's ln a reetaurant
a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ames.
Winifred Coughlin. Miss Josephine
Where people go to ««t.
In
to
die
restaurant,
without
fear,
LaCrosse, Miss Tiny Dorgan, Mrj.
Hen follows her op the atreet.
yiellie Barker, Thomas Fleming and
In Io the restaurant without fear.
Mme Beaudoin.
lldrige’s Neutralizer i,s proving a
rvelous cure for acid stomach and
igestlon. Once tried it's a pernent friend. Try a package. CorDrug Store,
ers filled.—adv.

Rockland-

Mail

The hen lr alwayn goea.
And all day long as Madoleo works
It's there, right at her toes.

Vow little hen. please, do watch out I
Some day dcsth-bella will ring.
And on the menu folks will read—
Chicken: A la King.

Will B. McCoy.
Ferret Hills, Boston.

Ask Far

Philco Socket Power
Demonstration

F. W. Farrel Company
M3 MAIN St.

ROCKLAND
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JOIN THE GLENWOOD CLUB
GUARANTEE
Every Glenwood Range
is guaranteed to give
perfect satisfaction. You
must be satisfied or you
receive a new range.

Mr. and Mrs. Herman Fitzgerald
and daughter Norma who have been
spending several weeks with Mrs.
Fitzgerald’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
E. W. Ames, at Tipg Highlands, left
Saturday for their home in West
Palm Beach, Fla.

Mrs. Alice Boggs of Providence is
in the city, guest of her nephew. Les
ter Post. Robinson street. Mrs. Boggs
was formerly a resident here and In
South Thomaston and is enjoying
meeting with oldtime friends.

Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Farrel are in
Boston attending the radio show.
The women of the Vniversalist'
Mission Circle are to hjld all-day
meetings at the homes of the mem
bers during the coming season. They
ire taking orders for quilts and com
forters to be pieced and tacked dur
ing a part of their meetings.
There will he a whist party at G.
A. It. hall this evening, given by
the Sons of Veteran’s Auxiliary.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Creamer and
daughter have taken the Aaron
Maxey house at the Highlands for
the winter. Mr. and Mrs. Maxey
leave about the middle of October to
spend the winter in Massachusetts,
the time divided between their Son.
Leo Maxey at Dunstable and their
daughter Mrs. Richard McElligott in
Lynn.
-I

Mrs. Ione Lackee-Duffney is acting
as organist at the Strand Theatre,
replacing James O’lHara who has
gone to New York to pursue his
musical studies.
Miss Della Crosby of The High- j
lands, vacationing from the FullerCobb-Davis staff, is visiting her
sister Mrs. Harvey C. Pease in Wis
casset.

Mrs. L. W. Renner is making a
brief visit in Medford. Mass.

The Sons of Veterans will have a
card party at G. A. R hall next Tues
day evening.

MORE HEAT WITH LESS COAL

President Homer E. Robinson is
taking his annual vacation from the '
Rockland National Bank, its first j
chapter including the Rotary con- J
clave at Poland Spring, motoring
thence to Boston and visiting sev-I
eral Massachusetts piflnts where golf
courses ark available. He is accorn-1
panied by Mrs. Robinson, and as they I
both are excellent golfers the trip will
see that sport prominently featured.

If you are thinking of a pipeless furnace or a
furnace of any kind, let us inform you about
the new—

GLENWOOD PIPELESS
Completely installed, fits any height of base
ment and guaranteed.
A WHOLE YEAR TO PAY

ROCKPORT

Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Merrill and
E. S. Merrill who have been guests I
of >If- and Mrs. James Miller for |
two weeks returned Saturday to '•
Methuen, Mass.
A beautiful walnut finished cabinet encasing a
Rev and Mrs. S. E. Packard of
No.
16 Glenwood Furnace. No dust. Very
Martinsville W2re guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar dlhibles Saturday and
easy to operate and will heat the ordinary
Sunday.
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Meservey who
have been occupying a part of Mrs.
Blanche Ellsworth's house on Main
street, have moved to what is known
as the Thomas Spear house, Spear
5*1
st eet.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Russ are spend
ing a week at their former home in
Medford. Mass.
Mrs. E. C. Dunbar of Lowell, Mass
is a guest at Mrs. K. M. Dunbar's
for a few days
Thursday night will be observed as
SHEET IRON WOOD
“Chureh Night" at the Baptist
church. A picnic supper will he
STOVES
served in the vestry at 6.30.
a
ROCKI.ANl) ----MAINE
All Sizes
Reuben Wentworth of Sailors'
Snug Harbor. Staten IslaniL N. Y.. is
$3.25,
$3.75, $4.75
spending a few weeks with' relatives
in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Carroll and ch.i-ie which proved one of the most
son Howard and Mr. and Mrs. May enjoyable events in the history of
nard Thomas and son Richard have the school. The chase terminated in
returned from an enjoyable motor a supper at Oakland Park to which
trij. to Quebec and Montreal.
the hungry party did umple justice.
The Iron bridge has Just received For further details ask Keith Crock
a coat of aluminum paint under the ett. one of the most enthusiastic of
diiection of Carlton Davis.
New the number.
planks have also been laid and ne
cessary repairs made.
TODAY
WEST WALDOBORO
Mrs. Elmer Darby of Haverhill.
MAY McAVOY in “IRISH HEARTS”
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Bert Cavis
Mra. Dora (Parker and Henry
of Lewiston were guests Saturday Howard were recent callers at H.
From
the
bogs of County Cork to the sidewalks of New York.
and Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Black's, Slnigo.
Berry.
Mrs. G. O. Winslow, who has been
Mrs. Adella Goding of Hope who sick the past few weeks is still un
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
has been spending several weeks in able to leave her bed.
Rockland is the guest of iter sister.
Arthur Weaver of Washington
Mrs. Nellie Wilkins this week.
spent the weekend with his uncle.
Mrs. Vena Hammond has returned Ma’-cus Creamer.
,
from Castine where she has been
Friends of Frank Sheffield of Wor
visiting her daughter Mrs. John cester, Mass., are glad to know of his
Vogel for three weeks.
rapid recovery from a serious oper
Mr. and Mrs. William G. Pooler of ation which he recently underwent
Iilngham spent the weeken’d with Mr. al a hospital there.
au 1 Mrs. Ralph Buzzell In Simonton.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Borneman
Miss Theresa Hewins of Philadel were in Rockland recently.
phia was the guest of Mrs. Ernest
Mrs. Ethel Winslow and children
Torrey Sunday.
and John Creamer visited Miss Fan
Mr. and Mrs. James Gallagher nie* Mank of South Waldoboro last
who -have been guests of Mr. and week.
Mrs. Edward Piper returned Sunday
to their home in Riley. They were
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Piper. I
The Fred A. Norwood Relief Corps '
A Glorious Band of Heroes ! Re-enacting with Vivid Realism, the Undying
will hold a fair Friday afternoon
Story of Their Heroic Stand in the Argonne ‘‘Pocket.’’
and evening Oct. 21. One of the at- '
R. V. F. A.
tractions for the afternoon will be
SPEAR
HALL
Hundreds of Battle-Scarred Heroes in Action—including such World-Famous
a baby show.
WEDNESDAY EVG., SEPT. 28
Miss Marlon ^JVeidman has reFigures as—
K
( •
CLARK
’
S
6-PIECE
ORCHESTRA
turned from a 'motor trip to the
POPULAR PRICES
’ll
White Mountains and other places.
“Go-to-Hell” Whittlesey, Maj. Gen. Alexander, Maj. McMurtry, Capt. Cullen,
of Interest.
Milford Payson and Ross Spear I
Corporal Cepaglio, Private Krotoshinsky.
were- at home from University of
Supported by these Motion Picture Artists:
Maine to spend Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. William S. Simpson
Gaston Glass, Helen Ferguson, Marion Coakley, Tammany Young, Blanche
(Pupil of tho lato Carlo Bounamicl)
and Miss Helen Gregg of Fail-field
Teacher of Piano and Harmony. Or
were guests of Miss Minnie P. Shep
Davenport.
chestral Instruction.
Popular Claaaical
herd Sunday.
Count for Beginners and Advanced
Rockport High School gave a rePupils.
Afternoons, 25c; Evenings, 25c and 35c.
ceptlon to the Freshmen Friday af21 TALBOT Ave.
TEL. II09-W

GLENWOOD CABINET HEATER

$149.00

s

BURPEE

I

FURNITURE CO.

She STRAND

T5he LOST
BATTALION

World’s Most Astounding Picture

DANCE

Ione Lackee-Duffney

teir.oop including a hare and hound

116-117

Eiehf

VOYAGING

AROUND THE WORLD

Some of the Things Seen By Miss Hilda George On Her
Trip With the Floating University.
JT”"

r,,„ y-Other D y
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[Thirteenth Paper]

Egypt
(Written enroute to Constantinople.)
Of Suez itself we saw nothing
much, but the trip from there by
train to Cairo was very interesting—
real desert, here and there made
fertile by irrigation. I can't tell you
how astonishing it is to see graceful
sails plying along through the sands
apparently, as they seem to be doing
along the hidden canals that thread
that part of the desert.
Arrived tn Cairo we decided fb go
to Luxor that very night and I'm so
glad we did. We traveled all night
sitting up in the most uncomfortable
manner. But it was bright moonlight
and glimpses of the Nile with Its
graceful boats, its beautiful palms,
were entrancing—more so for the
vast stretches of barren sands be
yond. Egypt looks exactly as its pic
tures do. Here the light of a shep
herd's fire and muffled Bedouins be
side It; there a clump of camels mov
ing along noiselessly, fur'ther the
closely-built
mud
villages
with
houses more proportionate to forts
than those of the pueblos, leaving
narrow high walled streets and alleys between, grey and black shad
ow pictures In the moonlight. The
fertile fields of the fellahlm (farmer)
were hemmed in now and then by
huge tablelands of the weird pinkish
hue I knew out West.
• • • •
At last dawn, and a bitterly cold
one. bringing rose hues over the veils
of mist or smoke overhanging the
Nile or a village. Palms are exqui
site things seen through the haze of
Egyptian dawn. At Luxor, on the
sile of ancient Thebes, we met the
first good natured sons of the desert.
This characteristic struck us forcibly
throufifflout
Egypt.
Shopkeepers,
dragomen, beggars, students—every
one was good natured and had a
sense of humor, a ready laugh. We
(about 30 of us) were led through
thf» interesting streets of the town to
the banks of the Nile where some
of the lovely sail boats awaited us.
• It was a beautiful spot. On one
side were the ruined temples of
Thebes, and the town; on the other,
behind a narrow strip of cultivated
land, stretched desert and a range
of extremely barren mountains for
all the world like those of Navajo
Canyon, without the varied color,
however. It may have been huger in
proportion. Pinkish and purple col
ors of the morning effects on the
badlands made the range (which
hides the Valley of the Kings) raviahingly beautiful.
In the middle
distance were the Colossi of Memnon. My heart Just thumped!
On arrival at the other side of the
Nile we had some experience. A
veritable army of donkeys and their
drivers awaited us, and each one of
us was nearly torn limb from limb
in the struggle the drivers made
to get a rider for their beasts. I
managed to get a corking little

I beast. Her name was Lily, and she
| could not bear to let any other don
key get ahead of her. Off we can
tered across the plains, through the
fields, over the desert sands towards
the great cliffs. After a while we
were right at the foot of the great
cliffs.
The view was stupendous!
The Nile, the desert, the enormous
amphitheatre of bad lands, in a great
canyon of which is the Valley of the
Kings. A most dramatic scene for
the resting place of Pharsos!
We wound through the badlands
under the bluest sky—such sur
roundings as I rode through at times
out West with the Laws. Then sud
denly in the hillside there were open
ings. You know from the pictures
what the entrances to the tombs look
like, but never until you go in them
yourself will you know the thrill of
descending the runways, covered
with Egyptian hieroglyphics and
bas-reliefs, through which the mummier in their gorgeous caskets were
taken 'so many thousands of years
ago. One chamber opening up after
arother, then the great stone sar
cophagus of King Tut (yes, we were
lucky to get there on a day when
visitors were allowed) and the gol
den one inside which he lies.
The murals are in fine condition.
Portions ot treasure just now being
excavated stand about, but it does
not detract from the awe of it. 1/
ter In the Cairo Museum we saw
all the wonderful things that have
beer, removed from the inner cham
ber of the tomb. We went into oth
er tombs—that of Seti I and Amenaphis II where we saw the actual
mummies of the King and his slaves.
Then we climbed out of the Valley of
the Kings by the ridge of a hill and
descended on the other side to the
other great ruins—a temple, the
name of which I forget, and the
stunning Rameseum.. From pictures
you cannot get the grandeur of set
ting nor the charm of color. You
just have to see it. Then a mad
gallop to the Colossi. They always
intrigued me and I was not disap
pointed.
,
After a quick lunch in Luxor we
went to Karnak and spent hours
wandering through those halls of
past greatness.
The Avenue of
Rams, or Sphinxes (as they are
called) the great Pylon, the halls of
stunning columns, the obelisks, the
many marvelous statues, the an
cient pool, etc., etc., etc. In one place
one of the boys and I were lingering
behind and the guard called us aside
and took us to a hidden inner cham
ber where by the light of a candle
he showed us some most extraordin
ary bas-reliefs. The ancient spirit
of the place was there sure enough.
(I can't tell you how it all lived,
again a few nights later when we
saw it all reproduced on the stage as
setting for “Aida." with the life and
color and pomp of olden days befors
our eyes.)
Then back to the ruins of Luxor—

RHYMES OF ROCKLAND
Written for The Courier-Gazette
By Ruth H. Whittemore

SIGNS
[The manual training class of the High School some time ago
began making street signs, some of whic^ promptly got into places
designed for them on the unmarked corners of Rockland. The de
partment has continued to make the signs, but there are corners
waiting for them to be put in place.—R. H. W.J

WASHINGTON

WEEKLY
By R. M. Washburn

Tills story, while somewhat sea
soned. fits. A prominent preacher
had passed on.
His sermons had
net had that charm of brevity happl1> common in the Roman Catho
In his hand he held a clipping
lic Church and its nearest neighbor,
From The Courier-Gazette—
the Episcopalian. This epitaph now
marks his grave; "There remalneth
He, a stranger in the city,
non peace for the people of God."
Sought a tenement to let.
He had taken his place in his turn
In the congregation. From his spir
But------ St. seemed so elusive
itual responsibilities, he had rested.
That he had to give it up,
There are few more appealing audi
So he asked a passing youngster.
ences, from the angle of the plat
form, than a church congregation.
And that mischievous young pup
I: is helpless, almost as much so as
that in a prison chapel. The latter
Took him to the Fire Station
can not go out. The words of this
Where a row of street signs were,
epitaph might be read, with much
Bowed and said, with mocking gesture:
reason. Wy the chaplains tn both
"There’s the street you asked for, sir.
branches of Congress, on their ad
journment. Business then breathes
“It is taking a vacation,’’
more easily.
• • • •
Quoth this impish son of sin,
There is no member of the Sen
‘‘And that, maybe, is the reason
ate more for work and less for show
,
That you didn’t find it in.”
than Mr. Smoot. Frequently he has
worked himself sick. This is not
"Hi." for Washington Is not Boston.
A young wag once said, that it was
his ambition to be 111 In the Back
part still underground, part over
THE MAY ARCHER
Bay. He was brought up In New
looking the Nile, and a real bright
Hampshire.
Happily Mr. Smoot,
typical orange and gold Egyptian
Has Done Gallant Service Be who is not always right, failed In
sunset.
his attempt to persuade the Presi
Of the trip back that nlKht thc
tween Block Island and dent to call an extra session of Con
least said the better until dawn.
gress. The head of the latter was
And I'll never forget that dawn. For
Providence.
ntver more level. His wisest words
on our side the broad tranquil Nile
are; “Administration is behind legis
reflected the gorgeous sky, while
The public, with reason,
Remember the May Archer? Of lation.”
faintly through the haze on the other
side, across the desert, appeared the course you do. Read, then with in shrinks from the spectacle of the
pyramids; at first grey and ghost terest the following Associated Press annual show In Washington. Massa
like, and then catching the loveliest story from Providence which has chusetts pays one-half million a year
rosy glow on their tips, spreading been going the rounds of Massa I to develop its public speakers, on
| the floor of theSenateand the Mouse
about half way down before they chusetts papers of late:
1
« • • •
and to furnish an audience for them.
were lost to sight.
A staunch little steamer which has Hew a United States Senator does
In Cairo we spent the first day vis
iting the Turkish library with Its for five years plied between this city love to perform.
• • • •
fine manuscripts, several ancient and Block Island, regardless of
It
taxes
the
imagination to con
weather
conditions,
has
made
her
last
mosque9 and the citadel. Moslem
architecture is beautiful. In the af trip. Lack of summer patronage is ceive a calamity great enough to
ternoon we relived Karnak and Lux given as the reason for her perma justify more sessions of congress
than the law compels. The rules
or and Thebes in the Museum, which nent withdrawal from service
The May Archer, a name received of the Senate are Indefensible, where
is certainly a treasure trove. There
was a tea at the Egyptian University from her builder, whose wife was its members talk on any subject,
and there some students volunteered Mary Archibald of Thomaston, Me., and length of time. Were the people
to take us about town. We tried to was the only Block Island steamer starving, some one would introduce
see the whirling dervishes perform, to brave the rough seas in time of a booze amendment to a food bill
emergency.
On several occasion.-, anu the talk would be Interminable’
but missed them.
That evenly we went to “Alda" at during her career as a transport be and the country helpless. The Sen
the Opera House. That opera was tween this city and the island, when ate is a deliberate body, as urged by
written for the Opera House at none of the excursion boats would its admirers, who are more on the
Cairo.
It was well done on the venture on the trip, the May Archer floor than in the gallery. Surely it
whole. I would not have missed it, would be seen riding the giant waves is not a body of action. The first
although "Alda” had no "forma di- off Point Judith, with nurses and hope of a mother, solicitous for her
doctors aboard, bound with medical sen, ought to be to keep him out
vina,” I assure you.
supplies for sick natives of the island. of the Senate.
• • • •
• • • «
Lighthousekeepers
and
coast
Saturday I was still going strong, guards report of having excitedly
Some day' the rules of the Senate
and enjoyed my camel ride to the watched the little craft make many a will be revised. Until then civiliza
Sphinx, and the Pyramids. It was hard fight over tlie turbulent stretch tion is not in jeopardy by a further
not a clear bright day and so I think of water. At times, they say. she wall for Congress to convene. When
I was a little disappointed. It was dipped completeb' out of sight and the rules are revised a special ses
net as Inspiring as Luxor. I failed nothing but the tip of her stack could sion will have its place. Then the
to get the awe. or whatever I expect be seen as she plunged In the hollow people will look back with amaze
ed from the Sphinx. But going in of the waves, only to reappear and ment on their toleration of the old
side the big Pyramid was great and mount high on the crest of the next days. It would he a distinct step
I climbed on top, too. The excava billow.
for the peace o£ the world should
tions taking place all about the big
(With the coming of summer, the legislative bodies. Federal and State,
Pyramid recalled excavations of an
passengers to the island resort to the adjourn for five years. The country
cient places in New .Mexico.
excursion boats and the picturesque is governed numb. Under present
On another trip to the Museum we May Archer does little business. conditions, because of a multitude of
were allowed Into the treasure room
Even the work of carrying the mails statutes, the man who comes out of
of King Tut's tomb where all the
during the summer months is given the honse, after shredded wheat tn
jewels and two of the gold sarcopha
the morning, should retain an attor
over to the larger boats.
gi are. Then 1 met a corking stu
Praised during the winter and ney to keep step with the statutes,
dent who took three of us into old
shunned in the summer, the May lest he fall Into goal Strangely,
Cairo where the native bazaars are
Archer now rests idly at her moor under these conditions, ignorance of
huddled In low archways of great
ings waiting to be sold. Unless she the law is not a defense. The Uiold walls of mosques and forts. It
is replaced, her loss will he felt dtan aborigines got a good deal of
grew dark, and dim lamp or lantern
keenly by Block Islanders who seek fun out of life though they never
light made the life more alluring.
were candidates for or held public
People stopped to talk to us and to obtain passage to the mainland office. The next session opens Mon
after
the
summer
excursion
boats
show us what they were doing and
day. December fifth, at noon. Wash
in dim. dark alleys we watched all have been discontinued.
ington papers kindly copy
• • a •
klr.ds of activities going on.
We
SWEET CORN CROP
No lock could be safer! One turn of the key locks stopped to have some kind of herb
Mr. Oswald Garrison Villard; is
concoction In a little dugout place in
editor of the Nation. It was a
both ignition and steering -wheel. But merely turning a great wall. Gee. we had a good New England Acreage Hardly Mora the
gei.erous Impulse which led him. re
Than
Half
That
of
Last
Year
I bought some of the cutest
cently, to look Into two homes in
off the ignition does not lock the wheel. You may shut time.
appliqued things.
New Hampshire, which he then aug
Tleports
from
sweet
corn
packers
• • • •
off the engine and coast, if you like, and still have
to the New England crop reporting mented tn the notice of'the people.
That evening eome more students service show 11,173 acres planted to The first was the habitat of Mr.
your car under perfect control.
took us to a real Egyptian entertain sweet corn for canning In New Eng Richard Darwin Ware. Mr. Villard
discrimination when
he
hall. It was rich! Men, only, land this year, compared with 19,138 shewed
And no lock could be more convenient! It is illumi ment
in the audience and they listened for acres last year and 21,272 acres two picked Dick as one of the sights of
State. As the President has lift
nated and located within easy reach, where the hours to a buxom dame in European years ago. Low prices for the packed the
clothes who sat and sang to a minor, ciop resulting from the heavy pro ed Amherst tn Massachusetts out of
steering column meets the dash.
monotonous tune, with a weird trem duction of the last few years, result relative obscurity, so has Mr. Ware
olo now and then, one sentimental ed in the acreage reduction. Acre dene this for Amherst tn New
While the State has
The Buick double-lock is an exclusive Buick feature love song after another. But they age for the whole country was re “Hampshire.
The Old Man of the Mountain.” so
go- a great kick out of it and would duced 32 percent.
__ one of many important refinements which charac "oh" and "ah" and sigh and throw Maine, the principal producing in Mr. Ware it has the Old Man of
kisses to her until I thought I'd die. state in New England, had 8,589 the Flats. Once, simply a member of
terize Buick for 1928.
We got tired of It and went out acres this year, as compared with the bar, he has now become a sav
to walk the streets where we saw all 15,157 acres in 1926. The season In ant. With command of his time, in
BUICK MOTOR COMPANY, FLINT, MICHIGAN klrds of night life—strange restau New England has been comparative a small town and within easy reach
of pad and pencil, he shows admir
IDCX^a* •/ Gtntral Mdtdrt Ctrptrdtidd
rants of Nubrlans (negroid Egyp ly unfavorable to corn.
able self-control, for the quality of
tians from the Sudan), the wild and
Sedan* *1195 to *1995
*
•
Coupes *1195 to *1850 wooly “Redllght" district, etc. The
his literary output equals Its quan
tity. His inkwell is a fountain from
Sport Models *1195 to *1525
men would not take us girls through,
wh’ch bubbles, with equal facility,
but we saw down one street and It
AU priett f. ». b. Fbtt. Uith . goremrntdt In » bt add'd. Tfd
both prose and verse. On public
C. M. A. C. findtKing plan, tbt «Ml dtttrablt. it drdildbld.
looked wild. Two of the boys went
questions, he is as well Informed a
through and reported It as much as
man as there Is in New Hampshire.
WHIN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARB BUILT . . . BUICK WILL BUILD THEM
your life was worth to get out again
If not In Massachusetts, wherd the
without stopping.
Then we went
peer Is a very stiff one.
back to the entertainment hall and
• • • •
saw another huge dame dance. Her
On the issues of the League and
beautiful hair, her darkened eyes and Because Lydia E. Pink*
booze, Mr. Ware has been recognized
I her hands were lovely, but it was
ham’s Vegetable Com*
as an expert and called Into confer
disappointing except for the audience
pound Keeps Them
(and our friends. One of our friends
ence by the leaders in Washington.
Portraits of Moses. Lodge and Reed.
was a regular Beau Brummel. He
James, hang In his boudoir, which
Tel. 238 I was extremely handsome and gallant.
51 Park Street
Rockland
Is thus to him a shrine. He Is a
Ho responded in proper fashion to
BRANCHES AT
Fifty years ago there were few Nationalist and not an International
, the entertainment calling the songs
PORTLAND
AUGUSTA
LEWISTON
occupations
for
women.
Some
taught
ist and he is as “wet” as a mountain
i "very interesting." etc..
BATH
FARMINGTON
WATERVILLE
school, some did torrent in the spring of the year, as
DOVER-FOXCROFT 1 The people In the streets of Cairo
ROCKLAND
BRUNSWICK
housework,
some
It tumbles*out of the heights of
I were fascinating. The women and
found work to do Pack Monadnock into the Merri
their veils, the Arabs, the fezzed
at'.w
meandafew
mack. It is a temperate assertion
Egyptians, the turbaned folk, etc,
took up nursing. that he is the first citizen of Am
We were sorry to leave our student
Today there herst, not Massachusetts, but New
friends at noon.
’VS/Af
MJ A\» AM MV AJMJMJ WMtMVAtMt WAN
MN
are very few occu Hampshire, with a plethora of cloth
pations not open to spare. And Mr. Villard got as
MAKE DE6IRABLE SETTLERS
to women. Today much as he gave. Thus Mr. Ware
they worktn is a geyser.
About 1,500 boys and girls between
great factories
• • * •
14 and 17 years of age leave England
with hundreds of
As Mr. Ware Jiag shown a proper
other women and
each year to settle 1n Canada, accord
respeet by presenting himself at the
ing to announcement of the British ______________ girls. There are
J We also have Competent Mechanics to Put Them On| Overseas Settlement Committee. also women architects, lawyers, den summer head-quarters of this Week
tists, executives, and legislators. ly in Peterboro, so did Mr. Villard.
Grants for traveling expenses are But all too often a woman wins her Mr. Oswald Garrison Villard has a
For You
made, under provisions of the Em economic independence at the cost name which is two-thirds particu
pire settlement act, by the British
larly good. His father came over
if her health.
Get Our Prices Before You Have Your Work Done.
and Canadian Governments, and the
Mrs. Elizabeth Chamberlain who from Germany and became a rail
young emigrants are sent out under works in the Unionall factory mak road builder in the west. The son
All Work Guaranteed
societies interested In child emigra
ing overalls writes that she got was sent tn Harvard for an uppertion. To promote settlement In west"wonderful results” from taking coat of academic varnish. Here he
the direction of recognized voluntary
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com showed a delicate digestion for con
ern Canada and offset the tendency
pound. Mrs. Chamberlain live* at servative Intellectual food. He went
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER
to locate In eastern and maritime BOO Monmouth St., Trenton. N. J. on a diet. When in 1893 he became
BUILDING MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS
Provinces, the grant has recently She recommends the Vegetable Com a finished academic product, the
pound to her friends in the factory question
naturally
arose,
what
Increased from £18 to £30. Reports
Thomaston, Maine
from the Dominion commend the and will gladly answer any letters should be his life's work? It was
107-tf
she gets from women askingabouttt. ,Dr. William Reed Huntington, who,
quality of boys and girls sent out and
Are you on the Sunlit Road to when rector of Grace Church. New
their happy adjustment to conditions
Better Health?
York City, and asked by the mother
, k, I
ra')«Z^V'i.>V'(.SWSV’iiVSv/St"S in the new home.—School Life.

Turn the key/
and your Buick

Double-Locked

BUICK>I928
LEWISTON BUICK CO.
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GENASCO ASPHALT SHINGLES
$6.00 Per Square

W. J. ROBERTSON

WOMEN UN
NOWDO MORE

DRIVE THE CAR
AND KNOW THE
DIFFERENCE
$
r'

TWOMOR SEDAN ,
f. o. b. Lansing

Get in and enjoy its
luxurious comfort —

Don’t judge Oldsmo*
bile by what similar
prices ever before
have bought.

Admire its fine ap
pointments—

Come to our show
room and put it to
the tests of your best
taste and soundest judg
ment
Compare it, step by step,
with even costly cars—
View its new smartness—

Then take the wheel
and experience the
swift acceleration, the
flowing power, the easy
steering and effortless con
trol of its thrilling,
smoother performance—
Drive the car and know
the difference!

MUNSEY MOTOR COMPANY
18 SCHOOL ST.

It

ROCKLAND, ME.
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of William Randolph Hearst, hotv
her boy could be of most value to
civilization, said: “Buy him a news
paper." This was done. While civ
ilization has waited foi Mr. Hearst.
It has waited less for Mr. Villard.
With an inheritance from his father,
Mr. Villard first bought the New
York Evening Post. This he later
dir,posed of concentrating his onergle; on his other property, the NaUrn. For the Post was not adapt
able to the purpose of Mr. Villard,
any more than one would paint In
red on the belly of a mooley-cow a
skull and cross-bones. For Mr. Vil
lard proposed to be a fountain with
out a filter. And the Evening Post
Is read by gentlewomen, who sit on
hair-cloth sofas, under oil lamps.
,
• • • •
’If Mr. Villard had had his way.
the courts would have been electro
cuted rather than Messrs. Sacco and
Varzettl.
He found expression in
these words: "Massachusetts has
blotted out the cobbler and the fish
monger who in the minds of multi
tudes will take for the moment their
places with the Carpenter.” This is
his editorial style.
Some discreet
critics question this, substance and
form. The Nation has pleased Mr.
Villard, from some angles, he ad
mits. It has been held up at times
by the police. Nevertheless there is
something refreshing tn the style
of this man, as ' admiration for a
great road-horse Is not completely
stified. simply because now .and then
hp may bolt over a fence. Mr. Vil
lard has set out to do his own think
ing. He has not had to patent the
process, for fear of Infringement
from conservative quarters. He Is
nut content with any process of
thought simply because it is en
dorsed by the herd. Though not al
ways right, he - is always stimulat
ing. and, on the whole, a net asset
for forward thought. He sits often
at the Cosmos Club in Washington
when the doctors are happy to listen.

Mr. Villard Is at his best when he
says that the American flag should
not follow and protect the American
dollar. In Its expeditions into foreign
countries.
Here he is religiously
right.
He says that our capital
should accept the perils of those
Rugs under which It Is Invested. If
a capitalist buys an oil-well in Mex
ico, why should the son of a widow,
her only asset, be asked to die to
protect it? Life first, property as
against this never, wisely says Mr.
Villard. If America Is to set out to
say what foreign governments are
sound in their laws on real property,
It has a good deal of a job cut out
for it. The flag should protect the
lives of four citizens, since Paul said
before Agrippa: "I am a Roman cit
izen." So this commendation by this
Weakly of Mr. Villard, at the risk, I
recognize, of jeopardizing either his
self-confidence or his modesty. “You
can not always be wrong," Mr .Vil
lard, as was once said by Mr. A.
P. Gardner to me. "This time you
art right.”

.

the residuary legatees. The estate Is
valued at SI 00,000 or more and the
will contained many private and
public bequests. Mr. Smith appoint
ed executor without bonds. Since
his removal by the'probate court,
Mrs Grace C. Pillsbury has been ap
pointed special administrator and.the
assets of the estate have been or
dered turned over to her. It is pre
dicted that this case will take sever
al days, at least. Mrs. Bradbury
died three months after her husband.
Charles Bradbury, and the social
prominence of both will make the
case of state-wide Interest.

WALDO CO. COURT
Disposition of the Lincoln
ville Murder Case Will Be
Made.
Waldo County Supreme court convered for the September term in
P.elfast today with Associate Justice
C. J. Dunn presiding. Indications
pcint to a long and busy term, with
some 15 or 20 appealed and bound
over cases on the criminal docket,
including the case in which Iceland
Wellman anil Perley Junes of Wash
ington are held for the murder of
the aged Spanish-American war vet
eran. Dexter Wentworth, last May.
at his lonely home on life side of
Moody Mountain in Lincolnville.
These men have been held in the
Waldo county jail since the hearing
a few days after the alleged murder.
There will be a very busy civil
docket, it is believed, among the
cases being that of Henry Smith re
moved from the executorship of the
will of the late Alma E. Rradbury,
by order of Judge of Probate Ellery
Bowden, on petition of the trustees
of the Bradbury Memorial Hospital,

The fortunate thing in connection
with not being able to fool all the
people all the time is that all we
need is a majority in the electoral
college once every four years.—Ohio
State Journal.
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Philco Socket Power
F. W. Farrel Company
643 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

Sealed in a Package

SALADA'

TEA _

retains all the goodness nature gives.

will furnish the Materials?
That will determine, often, whether or not your
new home will be a thing of worth and comfort or
otherwise. All down the line, you’ll find highquality materials here,at right prices.For instance—

SHEETROCK
—the fireproof wallboard. Best there is. Pure
gypsum rock in broad, high sheets, between tough
fibre paper. Permanent Decorates perfectly. Never
cracks, warpe or buckles. Vermin-free. Time-tried.

DON’T LIKE RESPONSIBILITY
Democratic leaders in (Washington
are not disposed to attempt to organ
ize the senate in December even if
the Republican majority of one Is
reduced to a minority of one by re
fusing the oaths to Senators-eleot
Smith of Illinois and Vare of Penn
sylvania. pending further Investiga
tion of their cases.
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W. H. GLOVER & CO.
'

453 Main St.
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